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FROM THE PRESIDENT

2021 is a milestone for the Hwy 62 Open 
Studio Art Tour. In October 2001, an 
unofficial Studio Tour took place in 29 
Palms, consisting of 29 Palms and Wonder 
Valley artists, complete with a tour 
catalog. The following year, the art tour 
was enlarged to encompass the entire Morongo 
Basin, from Morongo Valley to Wonder Valley. 
Over the years, the name has changed, 
from the Annual Morongo Basin Desert Arts 
Festival in 2002, to the more accurate 
descriptive Morongo Basin Open Studio Art 
Tours in 2005. Since 2014 we have been 
officially called the Hwy 62 Open Studio Art 
Tour. This also marks the 20th anniversary 
of the Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, 
incorporated as a 501(c)3 in July 2001, 
as the parent entity that also includes 
our members’ art gallery, sculpture and 
mural projects, and an Art in Public Places 
program.

Our Mission is to inspire and enliven the 
community through the arts, and to enhance 
the cultural and economic health of the 
region. Building community through the arts, 
the Arts Council continues to be a leading 
source of information, inspiration, and 
energy for artists and patrons throughout 
the Morongo Basin and beyond. As one of 
the founding arts organizations and the 
community arts council, we have seen the 
creative environment explode throughout 
the area, with studios, galleries, and 
performance venues popping up everywhere as 
more artists of every stripe continue to 
gravitate to this special place of endless 
skies and endless possibilities. 

Our artists are amazing, and deserve all of 
the accolades they have received over the 
years from people like you, who love the 
arts, love the adventure, and we love having 
you here to experience it all. Welcome!

Marcia Geiger, 
President  
Art Tour Artist, Studio 84
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FROM THE DIRECTOR

My time in the desert began in 2009 
- I was struck by the landscape on a 
day trip, returned to my then-home in 
Toronto, Ontario and began the process 
of selling everything preparing for 
this transition. The opinions around 
me weren’t all positive about this 
wildly impulsive and passionate life 
choice - which admittedly fuelled me 
a little further. Twelve years later 
I’ve been a full time resident for 
nearly five years. My relationship 
with the Open Studio Art Tours began 
out of curiosity: I was hungry to 
see more of this otherworldly place 
I’d adopted as home, the stunning 
and totally bananas ways of living 
within it, & the characters that have 
been daring enough to also endeavour 
to create world here. The Art Tours 
revealed ways of life I couldn’t have 
imagined and ingenuitive craftsmanship 
of how to build a life in such a rural 
& often non-accommodating environment. 
And then there was the art: To me, 
works I enjoyed were representative 
of the day I had traveling across 
the sand, chatting with people who 
resonated on heart levels; they were 
souveniers of an adventure I’d never 
have anywhere else.

The concept of open studio art tours 
in itself is a fairly common thing: 
in our desert environment with 
questionable GPS, hand painted or 
missing road signs, and vast vistas to 
the edge of the earth the open studio 
art tour becomes an extraordinary 
thing.

I took on the role of Art Tours 
Director at an odd (to say the 
least) time in this world. We (the 
collective we) are emerging from a 
great hibernation: some of us artists 
stopped creating work and took time to 
reflect and create drastic shifts in 
how, what & why we’re making, others 
worked more than ever. We all spent 

more time with our families and 
loved ones and ultimately I think 
the collective We learned more about 
how to live a good life; we’ve shed 
former iterations of our experience 
here. 
The artists participating in this 
years tours are a reflection of all 
of this.

Additionally, this is the twentieth 
year of the event: a milestone for 
the misfits, seekers and curious-
hearted who’ve built livelihoods 
here. I am grateful to Chuck 
Caplinger for providing some words 20 
years after founding this event, and 
for the support of our board members 
and President for contributing time 
and effort to pull this off as we 
re-emerge from our collective sleepy 
state.

In this catalog you will see more 
artist images, and a broader 
description of work to aid you in 
your Open Studio Art Tour. We also 
have an app available for download 
from the Apple and Google app 
stores.

On a parting note I’d like to thank 
the artists for continuing to make. 
You are the Art Tours.

Robin Hercia

Director & Creative Director 
HWY 62 Open Studio Art Tours
Art Tour Artist, Studio 99
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Happy 20th Anniversary to MBCAC and 
the Hwy 62 Open Studio Art Tours!

The Morongo Basin as a Culture-Based 
Community. (Looking Back to Move 
Forward)

By early 2001, an arts renaissance was 
already beginning in the Morongo Basin 
and arts and cultural tourism was 
becoming a reality. The organization 
Action Council for 29 Palms, Inc. (The 
Mural People), had already sponsored 
16 world-class murals in the city and 
had hosted the Global Mural Conference 
2000, the first to be held in the 
U.S., for which I had the honor of 
being chair. The Sun Runner Arts & 
Entertainment Magazine was starting 
its 7th year, promoting art events 
and venues in Twentynine Palms and 
throughout the basin. Art galleries 
and various arts organizations 
scattered across the basin had begun 
to get more active, and new artists 
were beginning to arrive in the 
desert.

In January 2001, I was sitting at 
my desk one morning and musing 
about the art scene when I received 
a call from a musician and arts 
promoter named Michael Callan. 
Within minutes, we made a connection 
and realized we had the same goal: 
It was time for artistic “unity” 
across the Morongo Basin. We needed 
a regional arts organization that 
included all the artists and all the 
artistic disciplines—two- and three-
dimensional art, music, theater, 
dance, literary arts.

Great minds think alike, as they say. 
Michael and I met in Joshua Tree, 
and soon rounded up friends Owen and 
Audrey Gillick and Spelman Evans 
Downer. By February 2001, we were 

hosting our first Gathering of Artists 
at the 29 Palms Inn, with music, 
performance art, and a networking 
social hour for artists from all 
over the desert communities and an 
opportunity to sign up for an artists’ 
registry. Encouraged by the attendance 
of nearly 50 artists and art activists 
representing all areas of the arts, 
and stimulated by the energy level 
and consciousness that appeared to be 
raised during the evening, the group 
considered holding future gatherings 
on a quarterly basis.

In March 2001, we had a second 
organizational meeting at my studio in 
Twentynine Palms that included John 
Boyd, Michael Callan, Owen and Audrey 
Gillick, and Vickie Waite. We agreed 
to start a non-profit called the 
Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council 
(MBCAC). I was elected president, with 
Michael vice-president. Owen readily 
agreed to help seek our 501(c)(3) 
non-profit status, and Vickie would 
provide publicity. 
We began meeting monthly, and soon 
had approximately two dozen artists 
as members. Our board soon grew to 
include Kit Brooks, Cathy Svelha, and 
Linda Schrader. And a second Gathering 
of Artists was scheduled for May at 
Hi-Desert Playhouse in Joshua Tree.

Meanwhile, mixed-media artist Lucia 
Grossberger-Morales put together the 
first open studio art tours, supported 
by Action 29 Palms and focusing on the 
visual arts, on October 20-21, 2001. 
Twenty something artists opened their 
homes and studios to visitors, and our 
new MBCAC hosted its third Gathering 
of Artists at A Roadside Attraction in 
Twentynine Palms on the last night.

By mid-2002, MBCAC had received its 
non-profit status, and during our 
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July meeting I outlined an idea for a 
basin-wide desert arts festival. When 
I was asked, “Where will the festival 
be held?” I informed the board of my 
concept idea for having various events 
throughout the basin, incorporating 
the open studio tours concept. Lucia 
had previously expressed no desire to 
repeat her leadership role in the open 
studio tours concept, but I felt it 
could play an integral part in an arts 
festival.

“This could be a ten-day event,” I 
said, “featuring the east end of the 
basin on the first weekend, and the 
west end on the second. Theatre, 
dance, and music performances would 
round out the week.” After much 
excited discussion, we agreed to 
proceed with plans to implement the 
Morongo Basin Desert Arts Festival 
2002, and we set the dates for late 
October.

To assist in financing the event, I 
attended the Twentynine Palms City 
Council and Yucca Valley Town Council 
meetings, and received a commitment 
from each for a $2,000 sponsorship. 
We also attracted other donors 
and business supporters and slowly 
increased public interest. Our “arts 
and tourism” mantra was paying off.
Soon, over 40 artists had joined the 
MBCAC, and signed up for the tours 
portion of the festival. 

Then, we accomplished a real coup. 
That first Desert Arts Festival 
(2002) was kicked off with a bit of 
“California’s Gold,” as all MBCAC 
members were invited to attend the 
fall Gathering of Artists and opening 
night gala at the Twentynine Palms 
residence of Public Television’s 
personality and producer Huell Howser. 
The evening was magical!

Our membership quickly increased to 
just under 100.

With the goal of providing 
opportunities for local artists to 
share their work and grow through 
artistic camaraderie, and to enrich 
the basin communities through arts 
and tourism, I stayed with the 
organization I co-founded through 
the first four art tour seasons. 
Poor health then caused me to leave 
the board, but the art tours, now 
called Hwy 62 Open Studio Art Tours, 
continues to operate as an annual 
event, bringing hundreds of people to 
the hi-desert communities annually.

Thinking back on these beginnings, 
I’m still impressed by the spirit of 
cooperation expressed during the early 
days of the arts council and coalition 
movement. The Art Tours are bigger 
than ever, and remain a vital part of 
the economic engine that’s generated 
in our Hi-Desert communities. 

I am so grateful to have been a part 
of the arts history here, and I salute 
all who are currently participating—
whether it be as a working artist, a 
patron, a volunteer, or a supporter.

Just remember—artists are businesses 
too—whether working from a small 
shared space, or a large studio, their 
creations contribute to the economy—
and they make walls and other spaces 
happy.

Chuck Caplinger
Desert Art Studio
Co-founder, Past President, MBCAC
Chair Emeritus, City of Twentynine 
Palms Public Arts Advisory Committee
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Mark Heuston
Chris Carraher
SCRANCH Audrey Mandelbaum, David Moore
Perry Hoffman
Douglas Smith
Robert Arnett
Dustin OTTERBACH
Anna Stump
Ted Meyer
Philippe Jestin
Quilts by Martie
Elisabeth Pollnow
Anne Lear
Sandi Burnett
Mary Jane Weil
Lili T. California
XēBA BOTáNICA
Duotone
Mark Doolittle Studio
Jillian Sandell
Douglas Blanc
Eva Montville
Colleena Hake
Wendy Lee Gadzuk
Sam Roberts
Alane Levinsohn
J. Marius Kjerstad Joshua Tree Art Glass
Teresa Watson
claude-marin dustin “dusty” fenton
Patricia Printz-Jensen
Cindy Weinstein
Kay Kaplan
Rose Cefalu Photography
Simone Alexia
Ayin Es
David Bottoms
Anya SF
Dean Mermell
Frederick Fulmer
Vera Topinka
David Jesse McChesney
Deedee Forrester
Ben Allanoff
Mark Walsh
James Rieck
Judy Lichtman
Tonya VanParys
Ron Therrio
Marianne Magne
Linda Ferrari
Jewelry Design by Ms.Kim of Joshua Tree
Mary Mulally
Eddie Tucker (E.T.)
Stephanie Cate Studio
Raini Armstrong

Desert Rust Karan Murphy
Book Art By Lori LeVoir
Raven Rock
Jenifer Palmer-Lacy
Hannah Grace Artworks
Micheal Lopez
Annie Wang
Jaya
Emily Mukai
Barbara Drucker
Venus to Saturn
Mitch Miller
Tina Bluefield
Kathy Miller Artworks
Judy Wold
Emily Silver
Kate McCabe 
Mix Maison
Jayne Schelden’s Art
Philip Miller
Karin Haase
Spelman Evans Downer
Valerie Davis
Myra Kennedy
dvora silberman
Ed Keesling Clayworks
Beth Abaravich
Andrea Jungert
Doug Dolde
Jef Harmatz
David Falossi
Christopher Falossi
Ray Yeager
Julianne Koza
Georgia Ryan
Nichole Vikdal
Holly Rae Jewelry
Deane Locke - ART!
Kathi Klopfenstein
Paul Klopfenstein
Melisa Rimada
John Henson Nail Art
Gubby Beck
Holly Ellis
Matt J. Adams
Tammy Romatko
Suzen Smallwood
Joshua Almendinger
Steven L. Rieman
Shelly Fredenburg
Ellen Finan
Alison Paris
Stray Ceramics
Svetlana Shigroff
Cybele Rowe

Nicola Vruwink
Chelsea Dean
Lorry Stone
Prescott McCarthy
Bunnie Reiss
Brad Byrd
Aaron Glasson
Richard Mutt
Tin Santos
Cito Gonzales
Marcia Geiger
Esther Shaw
Walker Mettling
Kat Johnson
Jeff Finn
Heidi Knack
Renie Morse
Mama Coyote
Marie Vlasic 
Penelope Valentine
ZZIEE Ceramics
Keep A Breast
Desert Christ Park
Carey Ann Hays
Kelly Witmer
Delos Van Earl
Daniel Hogan
Mojave Cloth
Jason Graves
Clark Hunter
Andrew Eiden
Michael Eiden
Susan Hunter Eiden
Sarah Kei
Jen Shakti
Tami Roleff
audrey green
MazAmar Art Pottery
Jessie Keylon
Juan Thorp
Succulent Surprises
Dan Bartlett
Loisa Bartlett
Emilia Louisa Frasher
Jane Gaunt
Snake Jagger Studio
Mike McLain
Nate Ricketts Design
Bill Leigh Brewer
Wini Brewer
Ana DiGiallonardo
Steven Wybenga
Kime Buzzelli
Sierra Keylin Jewelry
Diane Owens 
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sculpture

2
painting 

3
photography / painting

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Godwin Road 2 Miles
R on Amboy Road 5 miles.

L on Shadow Mountain Road .7 Mile
Studio is on left/West side of SMR

DO NOT USE GPS

83230 Garden Avenue
Twentynine Palms

92277

Interpreting the natural and 
cultural heritage of the desert 
using found and recycled 
metals is my work and my life.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

E from Adobe Rd 7 miles
L on Godwin 3 miles

L on Mesa .5 mile
R at shot-up truck fender

Follow signs to studio

78834 Mesa Drive
Twentynine Palms 

92277

For decades my old homestead 
studio has been my laboratory, 
floating in the quiet, isolation, 
and permission of the desert. 
Though I worked in pastels for 
years I am now experimenting 
with paint, especially acrylics. 
Whatever the medium, my 
focus continues to be simplicity, 
rawness, the bold gesture, flow, 
spaciousness, and grace. I love 
showing my work in the studio 
where it originates and look 
forward to sharing it with you 
during Art Tours 2021.

WEEKEND 1 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29 Palms

N on Adobe Rd 2 miles
R on Amboy Rd 10 miles

L on Pinto Mountain Rd 1 miles
R on Didsbury Rd .5 miles

Studio at Right. 
Look for the SCRANCH sign

78125 Didsbury Road
Wonder Valley

92277
323-376-4848

pscraftworks@gmail.com
http://scranch.info
IG: @scranch.info

facebook.com/
Scranchhideout-110428447029030

760-880-6275
magicgroove.net

760-596-9210
markheuston7@gmail.com
markheuston7.wixsite.com

SCRANCH is an artist-run 
project space run by Audrey and 
David out of their homesteader’s 
cabin in Wonder Valley. 
David’s hidden camera photo-
graphs are inspired by life on 
his unoccupied desert prop-
erty. Triggered by motion, the 
camera captures local wildlife 
and the ever-changing light and 
weather. Coyotes, jackrabbits, 
ravens, roadrunners, dogs, and 
humans wander into the camera 
frame to create unexpected and 
surreal compositions. 
Audrey is a photographer who 
recently adopted painting to 
explore the emotional land-
scape of the pandemic. Her 
acrylic paintings of Zoom family 
gatherings, work meetings and 
religious services evoke humor, 
isolation, and the desire to 
connect.

Mark Heuston

Chris Carraher

SCRANCH AUDREY MANDELBAUM & DAVID MOORE
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My work reflects nature 
and influences from the sky 
be they avian or weather. 
Enjoying working with mosaics, 
ceramics and my lifelong vision 
thru my camera lens. May all 
beings be free from suffering. 
Gratitude.

Perry Hoffman4
mosaic / ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From HWY 62 in 29P
E from Adobe Rd 7 miles
L on Godwin Rd .5 miles
L on El Paseo Dr .2 miles
Studio first house at right

79188 El Paseo Road
Twentynine Palms
92277

I have loved working with 
textiles for many decades as 
a designer and home furnish-
ings maker and upholsterer. 
My ceramics have become an 
extension of my relationship 
with textiles. 
 
Making pretty things gives me 
Joy!

Douglas Smith4
ceramics / furniture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From HWY 62 in 29P
E from Adobe Rd 7 miles
L on Godwin Rd .5 miles
L on El Paseo Dr .2 miles
Studio first house at right

79188 El Paseo Road
Twentynine Palms
92277

I am inspired by off the road, 
quiet, forgotten places, and 
locations with a human impact 
on the land.  My Desert studio 
is outside of Twentynine 
Palms in Wonder Valley, CA.  I 
work with oil paints on linen 
canvas mounted on birch in an 
impressionist style.  My artist 
influences are Maynard Dixon, 
and Sam Hyde Harris! There is 
a mystery to these subjects that 
I hope to capture!

Robert Arnett5
painting / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P
N on Allen
Studio 2nd house on the left

6340 Allen Avenue
Twentynine Palms 
92277
626-488-5827
bobarnett91741@yahoo.com
www.robertarnettfineart.com
IG: @robertarnettfineart
facebook.com/robert.arnett.169

805-637-8687
douginsantabarbara@yahoo.com
IG: @Mister_smithman

805-452-4898
magentaraven@gmail.com
Magentaraven.com
IG: @Magentaraven
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mixed media / metalwork

7
painting / mixed media

7
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

S on Wilshire Ave 1.0 miles
L on Baseline Rd 0.5 miles
Studio is located just PAST 

the dirt road Isleta.

75727 Baseline Road
Twentynine Palms

92277

Dustin Otterbach, a native of 
Southern California, credits his 
parents’ work ethics, creativity 
and a stable upbringing 
providing him the sense of 
freedom to express himself. 
Also a talented sculptor, 
Dustin has embraced his 
affinity for painting on scrap 
metal, allowing its weathered 
patinas and textures to guide 
his color stories and intricate 
tonalities. In his most recent 
work, using rich colors is a 
refreshing approach to telling 
the story of contemporary 
urban life. Ultimately, Otterbach 
Art designs encompass all of 
Dustin’s most valued beliefs: 
community work, a fiercely 
independent spirit, uncovering 
art in everything, and pursuing 
your dreams.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Utah Trail 3 miles
L on Mesa Dr (dirt) .3 miles

Park at barn

74256 Mesa Drive
Twentynine Palms

92277

Anna Stump creates mixed 
media artworks on old tools and 
other metal scraps she finds in 
the desert. Her subjects include 
desert skies, helicopters, 
jackrabbit homesteads, and 
native flora and fauna. Anna’s 
studio is in a restored barn built 
in 1930 as the original dairy 
farm of 29 Palms. Artworks will 
be displayed in the open air for 
safety.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Utah Trail 3 miles
L on Mesa Dr (dirt) .3 miles

Park at barn

74256 Mesa Drive
Twentynine Palms

92277
323-683-2205

ted@artyourworld.com
www.tedmeyer.com

IG: @TedMeyerArt
facebook.com/artyourworld.com

619-869-0513
amstump@gmail.com

annastump.com
IG: @amstump

facebook.com/amstump

949-606-4777
d@otterbachart.com

www.otterbachart.com
IG: @otterbachart

facebook.com/dustin.otterbach

I will be showing my “29 Palms 
is better than 28 Palms” desert 
series created during the covid 
pandemic.

Dustin OTTERBACH

Anna Stump

Ted Meyer
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My work is inspired by the 
human figure and finding ways 
to create an object visually 
ambiguous, offering different 
lectures between figurative 
and abstract. My initial interest 
in the representation of fabric 
designs over the body led 
me to create poses of the 
human figure with stripes and 
subtracted spaces. Through 
the craft, the resin cast on the 
panel creates a relief on the 
surface interacting with the 
background. These “positive” 
and “negative” spaces can 
be seen as completing and/
or competing with each other, 
depending on how the trans-
lucent reliefs of resin interact 
with light.

Philippe Jestin8
mixed media / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

73330 Old Dale Road
Twentynine Palms
92277

My art is one of a kind, hand 
made, sewn 4 times and 
patterns are of my own design. 
No dry cleaning. Machine 
washable, dryer safe. Last for 
many years.

Quilts by Martie9
fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P
R on Morongo Rd  100 feet , then L 
(immediate) onto Hatch Road 1 mile
R on Mission Ave. 0.2 miles
Right/Left JOG at Sulliian/Mission
Continue on Mission
Studio on the right, driveway has 
white pipes at the end.

7036 Mission Avenue
Twentynine Palms 
92277

My goal is to find the soul of 
the material I’m using, whether 
forming flowers from seeming-
ly-barren ground or re-telling 
the story of a meaningful hike 
in bas-relief. The journey of 
creation fascinates me as much 
as the end result.”
 
Elisabeth Pollnow’s early years 
of living in isolated areas of 
North Dakota and Alaska gave 
her a deep sense of connection 
to nature which reflects in her 
work. She has done profes-
sional contract sculpting on 
large-scale public monuments 
within the Los Angeles area 
and won several awards for her 
work locally.

Elisabeth Pollnow10
sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2

71540 Sunnyvale Drive
Twentynine Palms
92277
661-492-0287
epollnow2@gmail.com
www.elisabethpollnow.com
IG: @epollnow
facebook.com/ElisabethPollnow

360-515-6336
hammersley1952@yahoo.com
FB: Quilts by Martie

415-730-9813
phijes@earthlink.net
www.philippejestin.com
IG: @philippejestin
facebook.com/philipppejestin
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collage / painting

11
collage / assemblage

11
collage 

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Indian Cove Rd .1 miles.
First house at right.

6425 Indian Cove Road
Twentynine Palms

92277

Anne Lear has a MA in art 
from Notre Dame University. 
Forty-three years as a teacher 
allowed Anne to work creatively 
with students ranging from 
uninhibited first graders to 
more accomplished seniors 
in high school. Her interest in 
collaging began at Immaculate 
Heart College LA when her 
professor introduced her to the 
endless variety of ready-made 
colors and textures used in 
paper collaging. She also 
works in acrylics, oils, and 
watercolors. Her inspiration 
for painting the desert scenery, 
plants, and animals began with 
frequent visits to her uncle’s 
house. Sunrises, sunsets, and 
starry nights are the desert’s 
gift to artists.

WEEKEND  2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Indian Cove Rd .1 miles.
First house at right.

6425 Indian Cove Road
Twentynine Palms

92277

Joshua Tree gives inspiration 
central to producing my work 
whether through the natural 
elements or the community of 
artists. Surrounded by sensa-
tions of wonder, grounded 
in the beauty of creation 
we attempt to capture our 
gratitude in visual works. This 
tribe of artists is welcoming in 
their embrace.

WEEKEND 1 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P

N on Indian Cove Rd .1 miles.
First house at right.

6425 Indian Cove Road
Twentynine Palms

92277
IG: @ mjweil1212

facebook.com/maryjane.weil

760-362-4150
seburnett2003@yahoo.com

IG: @sandibrearts

760-362-4150
Annelear.artist@gmail.com

In spite of lifelong interest in 
the arts, I was just a dabbler 
until I came to Yucca Valley 
ten years ago. Here I was 
influenced by the light and 
colors of the desert as well 
as the vibrant, supportive art 
community. Local artist Anne 
Lear became my mentor and 
through her I discovered my 
medium of choice — collage. 
With collage I can experiment 
with color, texture, pattern and 
typography. Collage enables 
me to play with perception. At a 
distance, you see a landscape, 
an animal, or a local scene but 
come closer and the image 
shifts and breaks into hundreds 
of tiny torn scraps of paper.

Anne Lear

Sandi Burnett

Mary Jane Weil
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My main medium is pure 
bronze jewelry —I sculpt each 
piece individually by hand. The 
organic shapes are unique to 
each piece. I work with precious 
metal clay - a material that was 
invented by Japanese potters 
in the 90s. In Kintsugi pottery 
the cracks of broken pieces 
are filled with a more precious 
material than the original one. 
This highlights the Kintsugi 
philosophy that something 
mended has more value than 
something new because it has 
a history.
 
I also show some other jewelry 
pieces and some leather work.

Lili T. California12
jewelry / leather

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P
S on Peterson Rd .6 miles
Last house on the left

6905 Peterson Road
Twentynine Palms
92277

Plastic-Free, vegan, & organic 
personal care focused on 
simplicity, people, and the 
planet; healthy and conscious 
products handmade in Joshua 
Tree, CA

XeBA BOTaNICA12
personal care / apothecary

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P
S on Peterson Rd .6 miles
Last house on the left

6905 Peterson Road
Twentynine Palms
92277

Our work is activated by 
curiosity and experimen-
tation. Exploring different 
mediums and materials allows 
us to discover new forms of 
expression, from prints on linen 
and felt to sculptural pieces 
inspired by found objects. Our 
intent is to create works that 
have a sense of movement and 
graphic energy.

Duotone12
printmaking / fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in 29P
S on Peterson Rd .6 miles
Last house on the left

6905 Peterson Road
Twentynine Palms
92277
760-820-2850
mail@duotonela.com
https://duotonehome.com
IG: @ duotone_home
facebook.com/Duotonela

951-807-9251
xebabotanica@gmail.com
xebabotanica.etsy.com
IG: @ xebabotanica
facebook.com/xebabotanica

310-508-0538
lilitcali@gmail.com
LiliTCalifornia.com
IG: @lili.t.california
facebook.com/lilitcalifornia



16 13
woodwork / sculpture

14
printmaking / drawing

14
painting / mixed media

NOT SHOWING

Mark will not be showing this 
year: please do explore his work 

online & contact for commissions

Nature is at the heart of my 
artistic style. I carve elaborate, 
often interlacing designs in 
wood to mimic natural forms, 
like that in coral or in the 
branching of trees. These 
forms are often carved on 
wood vessels or vessel tops, 
as I enjoy the interplay of 
natural forms with the perfect 
symmetry of man-made ones. 
I use woodturning to create a 
variety of vessel shapes, and 
rotary tools using bits and burs 
for carving. Wood is my medium 
of choice, as its richness of 
grain structure and texture is a 
vital element of my artwork.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Hollinger Rd .5 miles
Studio at right.

6960 Hollinger Road
Joshua Tree

92252

I am an educator and artist who 
lives in Joshua Tree. Co-existing 
in such close proximity to desert 
plants and animals has allowed 
me to observe the subtle shifts 
in the environment through 
time. My ink drawings highlight 
and transform small details 
of the desert environment 
into abstract compositions to 
capture its resilience across 
both human and geological 
time. My risograph prints utilize 
the layering of ink to capture 
the multi-layered aspects to 
the desert. While my zines 
and cards about living in the 
desert, cancer treatment, and 
the minutiae of everyday life 
mix hand-drawn cartoons, 
narrative, and abstract images.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Hollinger Rd .5 miles
Studio at right.

6960 Hollinger Road
Joshua Tree

92252
510-333-5169

zendoug@gmail.com
douglasblanc.com

IG: @zendoug1969

510-333-4939
jilliansandell@yahoo.com

jilliansandell.com
IG: @morethanadequate

661-433-5546
markdool@ucla.edu

markdoolittlestudio.com
facebook.com/markdool

Since moving to Joshua Tree, 
my work has been concerned 
with the stories written in 
the land. Drawing on what is 
left behind by the desert—
animal skulls, sun-bleached 
wood, wind-smoothed rock, 
the remains of an ancient 
sea bed washed down into 
alluvial plains. I combine 
them with topographical 
maps—the abstract record 
of the landscape eroded 
and swallowed by suburban 
creep. Using paint, recycled 
wood, paper, tar, and pencil, 
my work juxtaposes different 
ways of seeing the land to 
capture a moment in time of the 
ever-shifting desert.

Mark Doolittle Studio

Jillian Sandell

Douglas Blanc
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The Heart Locker Reconciling
 An Installation

My artistic expression is rooted 
in a deep love of the Earth, and 
a fascination with its trans-
formative processes: creative 
/ destructive / regenerative. 
Not only do my sculptures 
reflect the beauty of forms in 
Nature, but they mirror inner 
landscapes, expressing trans-
formation on macro and micro 
levels. Embodying a paradox 
– they are intensely worked 
and highly finished, while 
looking like something worn 
by wind and water. Exploring 
the relationship between what 
is natural and what is created, 
I attempt to connect both 
internal and external worlds.

Eva Montville14
sculpture / installation

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
S on Hollinger Rd .5 miles
Studio at right.

6960 Hollinger Road
Joshua Tree
92252

After a Near Death Experience 
(in which I received the Last 
Rites but lost my hearing), 
I now live on Bonus Time. 
As a Lip-Reader during this 
Age of Masques, I compen-
sated by becoming a better 
Mind-Reader. One thing I 
intuited during the Pandemic 
was a need for Beneditos, or 
Cabin Blessings. Each one 
is adorned with horseshoes, 
good luck charms, protective 
amulets, and original poem/
prayers. My Benedito Factory 
has helped to keep La 
Matadora Gallery alive and 
strong during this surreal time. 
May each piece bless your 
home sweet home with good 
luck, protection, and love.

Colleena Hake15
assemblage / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

61857 Twentynine Palms HWY
Joshua Tree
92252

In my work, I strive to illus-
trate a balance between the 
constraints of the physical 
world and our desire to 
connect with it, and the infinite 
possibilities of the divine. 
Symmetry plays a big role in 
my visual language, yet it is 
imperfect, natural symmetry. 
Treating discarded objects 
as precious, which has more 
recently included medical 
waste, I strive to create a world 
that illuminates the beauty of 
the sometimes unpleasant 
dark side. Nature, infused with 
otherworldly messages and 
iconic images continues to be 
a theme.

Wendy Lee Gadzuk15
assemblage / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

61857 Twentynine Palms HWY
Joshua Tree
92252
wendgadzuk@gmail.com
wendyleegadzuk.com
IG: @wendy_lee_gadzuk
facebook.com/wendyleegadzukart

520-370-1465
lamatadoragallery@gmail.com
lamatadoragallery.org
IG: @la.matadora.gallery
facebook.com/LaMatadoraGallery

jtevam@gmail.com
evamontville.com
IG: @evamontville



18 16
photography 

16
painting / drawing

16
glass / furniture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd .3 miles
R on El Reposo Circle.

Studio is 2nd driveway at left.

61745 El Reposo Circle
Joshua Tree

92252

I am an artist working in the 
medium of photography. Nature 
and Wilderness are integral to 
my creativity and life, and I strive 
to create images that celebrate 
these wild places. If successful, 
when I view a finished print, it is 
more like a mirror I’m looking 
into rather than an object of art. 
My artwork speaks, not only 
for the earth’s silent, powerful 
landscapes, but also for me.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd .3 miles
R on El Reposo Circle.

Studio is 2nd driveway at left.

61745 El Reposo Circle
Joshua Tree

92252

I paint primarily the landscape 
and figurative work with a 
palette inspired by the colors of 
the desert. The cool blues and 
lavenders of the shadows and 
the warm ochres and terra-
cottas of the sun form the basis 
of both. My award winning 
landscapes are intimate in 
size and capture the feel of 
the rocks and the heat of the 
desert. My figurative work is 
white on white and is void of 
backgrounds which removes 
the context of surroundings 
and clothing. My work has been 
featured in various galleries 
and art magazines.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd .3 miles
R on El Reposo Circle.

Studio is 2nd driveway at left.

66151 Winters Rd
Joshua Tree

evenoneonce@gmail.com
IG: @wine_and_myrrh

facebook.com/Joshua.kjerstad

323-646-7104
alanelevinsohn@gmail.com

alanelevinsohn.com
IG: @alanelevinsohn

sam@srobertsphoto.com
srobertsphoto.com

I began etching glass in 1995 
in Palm Springs and I worked 
at Sans Soucie Art Glass Studio 
for ten years. I’ve lived in Joshua 
Tree 15 years. My functional art 
is a gorgeous enhancement 
to any home. I make entry 
doors, bathroom windows, and 
furniture.

Sam Roberts

Alane Levinsohn

Joshua Tree Art Glass J. MARIUS KJERSTAD
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Born and raised in Texas, and 
educated at Pratt Institute, 
Teresa Watson is an illus-
trator and painter. Her comic 
“Welcome to the Covid-19 
Mental Health Struggle” 
appeared in New York Times. 
She has exhibited paintings at 
La Luz de Jesus in Los Angeles 
and Hey There Projects, La 
Matadora Gallery, and Mincing 
Mockingbird in Joshua Tree 
California. Teresa has painted 
pet portraits for numerous 
artists.

Teresa Watson17
painting / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

61668 Capilla Drive
Joshua Tree
92252

a lot of garbage, plants, and 
bones

some other key words: time /
place / experience capsule, 
environment, collection / cu-
ration, relationships (objects), 
relationships (people), rela-
tionships (places), unexpect-
ed intimacy, hyperfocus, bad 
at writing artist statements (i 
am trying my best), specificity, 
preservation, cherished/forgot-
ten, past vs present, renewed 
appreciation, sacredness, 
timelessness, transformation

Claude-Marin Dustin ‘Dusty’ Fenton18
new item / other

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

61539 Division Street
Joshua Tree
92252

Love of nature is central to my 
art. A Nebraska native, moving 
to Joshua Tree challenged me 
to capture the subtle hues of 
the Mojave Desert. Inspiration 
for my oil painting is found in the 
diverse desert wonderland of 
Joshua Tree National Park. I love 
the play of light and shadows 
in the desert landscape. 
Capturing the wonder of the 
desert in bloom brings color to 
my palette. I also have a playful 
nature, expressing delight of 
color, pattern, and whimsey in 
hand-painted wooden-ware.

Patricia Printz-Jensen19
painting / other

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
S on Park Blvd .8 miles
R on Alta Vista Dr. 495 ft.
Studio on right, turn into unpaved drive

61730 Alta Vista Drive
Joshua Tree
92252
760-985-2995
pprintzjensen@gmail.com
facebook.com/patricia.printzjensen

dustyisreal.com
IG: @youalwaysdiealways

626-806-3713
teresawatsruth@gmail.com
teresawatsonartist.com
IG: @teresawatsonartist



20 20
fiber arts / textiles / assemblage

21
painting

22
photography / printmaking

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd .8 miles
L on Alta Vista Dr

Studio in back of third house on  right.
Enter through side gate by garage.

61855 Alta Vista Drive
Joshua Tree

92252

Entropy is an unavoidable 
universal force. Snatching 
forms from a point of entropy 
and re-ordering those forms 
creates art that allows 
the viewer to experience 
familiar objects from a fresh 
perspective. My work uses 
materials found in my yard, 
on my walks and gifted to 
me by people that know my 
passion for sticks and stones. 
It is combined with organic 
forms crafted in my studio from 
natural fibers such cotton, silk, 
hemp, flax, and wool.

WEEKEND 2

60834 La Mirada Trail
Joshua Tree

92252

I pull inspiration from beautiful 
San Diego urban areas to our 
vibrant coastline. In the last 
three years I have discovered 
Joshua Tree’s amazing deserts 
resulting in a continuous flow 
of desert paintings. My work 
has evolved in the past 12 
years and may include a touch 
of abstract or realism to my 
impressionistic style. Painting 
brings me joy and focus in an 
almost meditative state. My 
hope is that the enthusiasm and 
gratitude I feel to have painting 
in my life, shines through with 
each artwork I create.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

S on La Contenta Rd 1 mile
L on Alta Loma Rd 1.5 miles

R on Sherwood Rd
L on Natoma Trail

60565 Natoma Trail
Joshua Tree

92252
213-407-2984

rcefalu@mac.com
rosecefaluphoto.com

IG: @Rose_cefalu_photo
facebook.com/JoshuaTreeDesertRose

619-980-1986
kayskaplan@gmail.com

kaykaplan.com
IG: @k.kaplanart

facebook.com/kay.kaplan.16

818-571-3760
cindynw156@gmail.com

IG: @cindynw_creative
facebook.com/cindynw.creative

Every day you can find Rose 
Cefalu obsessing over her 
iPhone photos and over-posting 
on Instagram @joshuatree-
desertrose and @rosece-
faluphoto. In her spare time she 
thinks about traveling, printing 
imagery and mixing new 
colors. In 2019 Rose launched 
a cyanotype workshop to 
get her “hands dirty” and 
reintroduce this vintage 
art form to a new audience 
interested in becoming skilled 
with alternative photographic 
processes. Cyanotype & Gum 
prints are the medium she 
is primarily working in. She 
is also producing award-
winning content at a variety of 
outlets. Currently Rose is the 
Photography Director at Emmy 
magazine.

Cindy Weinstein

Kay Kaplan

Rose Cefalu Photography
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My art is inspired by diving into 
personal darkness to find the 
growth and healing that resides 
there. We can never expect to 
reach an end to becoming, and 
to me that is the true human ex-
perience. My paintings portray 
complex feelings that language 
cannot convey, and sometimes 
the full extent of those feelings 
isn’t understood until a painting 
is finished and I observe it as its 
own entity. I hope for the view-
er to find the balance between 
the inevitable suffering in this 
world, and the higher purpose 
of that struggle... and wander 
into the fantasy worlds I create.

Simone Alexia23
painting / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

60226 Chesapeake Drive
Joshua Tree
92252

I consider myself a visual 
storyteller most interested in 
exploring the rural landscape. 
My compositions begin as 
crude, spontaneous ideas that 
sometimes commingle with 
the absurd. I love to address 
existential narratives that exist 
as parables. These allegories 
depict intimate anecdotes 
within my psyche where I 
can reveal myself through the 
abstract inventions that I call 
paintings. I seek to connect with 
my viewers through nature-in-
spired impressions, which drive 
the spirit of my work.

Ayin Es24
painting / mixed media

WEEKEND  1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From 62 turn south onto Sunny Vista
At stop sign (Alta Loma), turn right then left 
continue on Sunny Vista
Go .5 miles to Prescott Trail and turn left
2nd to last house on right at Outpost

61265 Prescott Trail
Joshua Tree
92252

This past year gave me time 
to rethink being an artist 
out here in the high desert. 
It’s vastness grounds and 
inspires me. I am moved by the 
different patterns and visual 
layers nature presents to me. 
I translate this in my clothing 
designs, by combining various 
printed fabrics into unique 
pieces. Lately I also use shibori 
techniques to give my work an 
extra and surprising additional 
layer. This creates a new and 
unexpected visual effect. I 
work these techniques always 
keeping in mind the comfort 
and wearability of the clothing.

Anya SF25
fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
S on Sunset Rd 1 mile
R on Alta Loma Dr 
L on Sunset Rd .7 miles
R on Sandalwood Trail .2 miles

61566 Sandalwood Trail
Joshua Tree
92252
415-517-6048
anja@anyasf.com
anyasf.com
IG: @anyasfdesign

carol@esart.com
esart.com
IG: @carol_es_art

978-793-1364
simonealexiaart@gmail.com
simonealexia.art
IG: @Simone_Alexia
facebook.com/simone.alexia.art



22 25
painting / mixed media

26
mixed media

27
painting / collage

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Sunset Rd 1 mile
R on Alta Loma Dr 

L on Sunset Rd .7 miles
R on Sandalwood Trail .2 miles

61566 Sandalwood Trail
Joshua Tree

92252

My Joshua Tree studio is the 
place where I continuously 
explore the desert’s profound 
effect on my approach to 
making art. It’s a space where 
I can create work in direct 
response to the intense light 
and unique landscape outside 
my window. As a painter I have 
moved towards an abstract 
interpretation of this vastness, a 
direction I find most intriguing. 
It’s where the new west meets 
the old west.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

61535 Prescott Trail
Joshua Tree

92252

These artworks are medita-
tions on life, death, and the 
perception of time passing 
(whoosh). I employ a number 
of traditional materials and 
techniques and times, a 
few sculptural elements. 
The birdhouses and plastic 
skeletons are metaphors for our 
journey through the physical 
and metaphysical worlds. I 
apply color, composition, and 
content onto a wooden surface, 
push it around, and manipulate 
the ensuing train wreck until 
something surfaces. But it’s not 
random; it’s channeled. Several 
pieces are homages to Kurt 
Vonnegut’s writings. And all this 
is very much informed by the 
unspeakably beautiful desert 
landscape surrounding my 
home studio.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT 

S on Sunset Rd 1 mile
R on Alta Loma Dr 223 ft

L on Sunset Rd 1.2 miles (some dirt)
First house at left on dirt road.

8215 Sunset Road
Joshua Tree

92252
fredart.net

IG: @fredart_venice

dean.mermell@gmail.com
www.deanmermell.com

415-517-6044
david@dbottoms.com

dbottoms.com
IG: @davidbottoms

In 2000 I moved to Joshua 
Tree, CA to set up my art studio 
& explore the wonders of 
Joshua Tree National Park. This 
magical landscape called to 
me & brought forth a renewed 
creative energy. The light, open 
space & quiet captured my 
attention & allowed for deep 
reflection.

Currently working on a series 
of oil paintings about the 
environment, focusing on color 
& elements about space & time.

My work uses photo image 
transfers using plants, people 
and landscapes with abstract 
elements inspired by the 
Mojave Desert.

David Bottoms

Dean Mermell

Frederick Fulmer
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I love to photograph the beauty 
of the desert, and I revel in the 
colors and textures of the desert 
detritus - old fragments disinte-
grating, rusting, damaged — all 
those very old things that hold 
a history of place here in the 
desert. I use my photos and 
these very old pieces of metal, 
wood, cans, old cactus pieces, 
beautiful dead desert flowers 
and many other old things, 
to create a new idea that the 
desert whispers to me.

Vera Topinka28
photography / mixed media 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT 
S on Sunset Rd 1 mile
R on Alta Loma Dr 223 ft
L on Sunset Rd 1 mile
L on Skyline Dr .1 miles
R on Fleur Dr .3 miles
Studio at left

8385 Fleur Drive
Joshua Tree
92252

Have long sought to capture the 
life and color of the desert. My 
imagery highlights a wide range 
of natural aspects such as: 
wildlife and birdlife behaviors, 
weather phenomena, dramatic 
landscapes and a variety of 
celestial treasures. I illustrate 
the desert in both its glory and 
human appeal.

David Jesse McChesney28
photography / book arts 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT 
S on Sunset Rd 1 mile
R on Alta Loma Dr 223 ft
L on Sunset Rd 1 mile
L on Skyline Dr .1 miles
R on Fleur Dr .3 miles
Studio at left

8385 Fleur Drive
Joshua Tree
92252

Although I’ve been ‘creating’ 
for about 10 years, I still feel 
like a beginner! From acrylics 
and oil pastels, paper clay, junk 
journals using eco dyes from 
plants in my yard, to watercolor 
and now back to hand made 
journals with beading and 
bound with ribbon I have made. 
I love it all. 
 
I’ve been involved in the HWY 
62 art tours since 2017 when 
I moved here from Orange 
County. This environment has 
given me peace and inspiration.
 
I’m sure you will enjoy all the 
surprising art that the HWY 62 
art tours has to offer.

Deedee Forrester29
painting / paper arts

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
S on Park Blvd (becomes Quail 
Springs Rd) 3.5 miles
R on Tortuga Trail 300 ft.
R on Kent Rd .2 miles
Studio 1st driveway at left

62775 Kent Road
Joshua Tree 
92252
949-241-3035
forrestkhat@hotmail.com
IG: @deedee.forrester

MilesofWonder.com
facebook.com/david.mcchesney.14

760-366-1030
veravisions@gmail.com



24 30
sculpture / assemblage

31
furniture / ceramics

32
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

FURSTWORLD 
8528 Desert Shadows Road

Joshua Tree
92252

I make sculpture using steel 
(industrial objects, wire, 
sheet metal) and natural 
materials (tree parts, reeds, 
stone, bones), ranging in size 
from jewelry and tabletop 
to monumental installations. 
Many of the pieces change or 
respond to touch, light, or wind; 
some are designed to be played 
with while others are more 
meditative.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd (becomes Quail Springs Rd) 
4.4 mile

L on Rapallo Rd 0.2 miles
L on Coyote Trail 0.1 miles

R on Single Tree Rd 
Studio is pink house on left 

as you crest the ridge.

63760 Singletree Lane
Joshua Tree

92252

I make sculpture and functional 
art. I usually work in metal, 
wood or ceramics. I have mugs, 
flowerpots and small sculptures 
for sale. I do custom furniture 
and sculpture by commission.

WEEKEND 1 / 3  

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

S on Park Blvd for 1 mile
Continue on Quail Springs Rd 

for 3.4 miles
L on Uphill Rd for 0.2 miles

R on Singletree Ln for 0.5 miles
L on Old Vine Rd 0.1 miles
R on Roadrunner 0.2 miles

Studio on the right

63821 Roadrunner Road
Joshua Tree

92252
443-983-0186

jamesrieck65@gmail.com
jamesrieck.com
IG: @jamesrieck

facebook.com/jdrart

213-620-8599
info@markwalshart.com

markwalshart.com
IG: @drawmetal

310-908-5505
ben.allanoff@gmail.com

benallanoff.com
IG: @ben.allanoff

I paint about the moments that 
can’t be put into words, which 
can make writing about them 
a futile effort. Like a memory, 
my paintings refer to things 
that seem familiar, but have 
some moments heightened 
and other pieces missing. I 
reference material from vintage 
advertisements, department 
store catalogs, how-to-knit 
primers, and annual reports, 
but my paintings communicate 
something much different than 
the original sources. Tight, 
cinematic cropping empha-
sizes unspoken communication 
through body language and 
accoutrements, and allows 
the pictures to speak for 
themselves.

Ben Allanoff

Mark Walsh

James Rieck
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After almost 30 years as a 
graphic designer, I was jolted 
awake by the global pandemic 
and political unrest in our 
country. Since March of 2020, 
I have been making art that 
has sprung from my feelings 
on the state of the world. My 
process has grown and evolved 
during this ‘lost’ year, but has 
become a combination and 
blending of graphic design and 
painting. Unifying these two 
worlds has bridged a mental 
divide I always had between 
design work and fine art, and 
has flooded me with the need to 
create these new objects.

Judy Lichtman32
painting / drawing

WEEKEND 1  / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
S on Park Blvd for 1 mile
Continue on Quail Springs Rd 
for 3.4 miles
L on Uphill Rd for 0.2 miles
R on Singletree Ln for 0.5 miles
L on Old Vine Rd 0.1 miles
R on Roadrunner 0.2 miles
Studio on the right

63821 Roadrunner Road
Joshua Tree
92252

Art is lawless, limitless, healing, 
and brutally honest, all qualities 
that feel similar to this magical 
desert I call home. In this home, 
I can build an image, paint 
a canvas, and leave rational 
thoughts with all my worries 
at my door. The foundation of 
my creativity is a direct result 
of the freedom I experience 
surrounded by desert terrain; 
the texture of the sands form 
upon my canvas and the quiet 
nights allow for self-exploration 
through the camera’s lens. My 
artwork is more than a simple 
aesthetic, it truly is a window 
into the depths of my imagi-
nation.

Tonya VanParys33
photography / mixed media 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Park Blvd .2 miles
R on Chollita .1 mile

61846 Chollita Road
Joshua Tree
92252

An alchemy of life experience, 
thoughts and the resulting 
emotions synthesized through 
a meditative process and 
constant questioning of one’s 
self is how I approach my 
work. I attempt to bring into my 
sculpture a raw simplicity that 
reflects a portion of the essence 
of my human existence and if 
I am successful the end result 
may find a visual resonant 
frequency that others may plug 
into.

Ron Therrio34
sculpture / printmaking

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT 
N on Juniper Rd 0.25 miles
Studio on left side in back.

6260 Juniper Road
Joshua Tree
92252
RonTherrio.com
IG: @Ron Therrio

619-534-0808
tonyavanparys@gmail.com
tonyavanparys.com
IG: @tonya.vanparys
facebook.com/vanparys.photography

443-983-7100 
judy@pinktopdesign.com
IG: @judylichtman



26 35
mixed media / drawing

36
ceramics / digital art

36
jewelry / metalwork

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunset Rd .7 miles
R on Hilltop Dr .1 miles

61717 Hilltop Drive
Joshua Tree

92252

Inspired by biological mecha-
nisms, my work articulates 
itself and flows through multiple 
media [drawing, sculpting, 
digital manipulations and 
video]. Analog and digital 
processes intertwine to create 
fantastical microcosms and 
proto-organisms.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV 

N on 247/Old Woman Springs Rd 
4.8 miles

R on Aberdeen Dr. 6.9 miles
L on Sunset

Studio is on NE corner of 
Aberdeen & Sunset

3292 Sunset Road
Joshua Tree

92252

The vases have hand-carved 
flowers. There are multiple 
firings to get the cascading 
flowing colors in the glazes. 
Ferrari vases have been shown 
and purchased in Europe and 
sent to all the states. The vases 
have been used in movies and 
shown on Vacations of the 
Rich and Famous. Ferrari has 
long studied Art Nouveau and 
Art Deco. Ferrari also studied 
French Paste technique in Paris 
but is more influenced by the 
American Crafts movement. 
Ferrari of Carmel was a gallery 
in Carmel-by-the-Sea in the 
Eastwood Complex before 
retiring.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV 

N on 247/Old Woman Springs Rd 
4.8 miles

R on Aberdeen Dr. 6.9 miles
L on Sunset

Studio is on NE corner of 
Aberdeen & Sunset

3292 Sunset Road
Joshua Tree

92252
760-556-7610

kmayleen00@hotmail.com

760-821-5772
lindaferrari13@yahoo.com

facebook.com/linda.ferrari.161

mariannemagne@gmail.com
mariannemagne.com

IG: @marianne.magne

A space that envelops me and 
slips into a grace of Nature. 
Crystals from all over the Planet 
are weaved with precious 
metal wire, blossoming as time 
becomes the Creation that has 
shared energy. And I am now 
complete. CRYSTAL ENERGY. 
Planet Earth has provided 
inspiration of color,shape and 
vibration. Bringing together 
Artisans that have created 
the material that allows me to 
combine their gifts for each 
piece, I am truly honored.

Marianne Magne

Linda Ferrari

Jewelry Design by MS. KIM OF JOSHUA TREE
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A very young artist named 
Joseph inspired me to paint. 
I was inspired by the bright 
colors he used, his imagination 
and how the piece made me 
feel when I looked at it. When I 
am painting I am playing. How 
fun! When I start a painting I 
have an idea in mind but no 
idea how to get there. The idea 
changes depending on what I 
see evolving. I paint until I like 
what I see until the end. The end 
meaning: The feeling I get when 
I look at it. That is my process.

Mary Mulally37
painting / assemblage

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunburst 2.75 miles
L on Calle Las Sierras 0.2 miles
R on Avenida La Flora Desierta
Studio on the Right

4601 Avenida La Flora Desierta
Joshua Tree
92252

I hope that the pleasure I get 
from splashing color and shape 
on paper and canvas brings 
pleasure to others. I paint for 
me, yes, but maybe I paint for 
you, too.

Eddie Tucker (E.T.)38
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunburst  2.8 miles
L on Calle Las Sierras 3 blocks 
R Avenida La Flora Desierta 
Studio at end of the street on the left.

4524 Avenida La Flora Desierta
Joshua Tree
92252

The journey of abstract painting 
fascinates me, so although I 
begin a piece with a general 
concept, I always let the work 
take over and direct me. The 
end result is an unexpected 
revelation of form and color 
and the tension or harmony 
between them. I work intui-
tively, trusting the process. 
I paint to explore the space 
where two edges meet. Magic 
and mystery happen there and 
I feel compelled to explore it. 
My aim is that the atmospheric 
landscape that emerges is 
one that the viewer can make 
their own personal discoveries 
within. Currently my newest 
series is inspired by the Salton 
Sea.

Stephanie Cate Studio39
painting / watercolor

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunburst 3 miles
L on Golden Street 0.1 mile
Stuidio 2nd house on right

62008 Golden Street #16
Joshua Tree
92252
541-601-8325
scs@scatestudio.com
www.scatestudio.com
IG: @scate.studio

760-819-2159
powerhawk1956@gmail.com
IG: @eddietucker

818-400-7679
marymulally1@gmail.com



28 40
watercolor / photography 

40
assemblage / ceramics

40
book arts

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunfair Rd 2 miles
L on East Broadway 2 miles

DO NOT USE GPS nor Sunburst

63434 Broadway Street
Joshua Tree

92252

Art provides escape, reflection 
and possibility. In the desert 
I call home, I find inspiration 
to create art that does just 
that—lends to the escape. 
There is innate magic in nature 
that I strive to call upon. It is 
something that children see, 
and I hope to suggest in my art. 
For my friends, my family, and 
all my acquaintances, I paint for 
you as much as I do for myself.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunfair Rd 2 miles
L on East Broadway 2 miles

DO NOT USE GPS nor Sunburst

63434 Broadway Street
Joshua Tree

92252

I love to create art that’s 
unique & funky, using all types 
of mediums. My imagination 
has no end. I’m always looking 
for different ways to express 
myself through art. One of 
my favorite things to do is go 
searching in the desert for 
anything I can find, like rusted 
metal & wood. Every piece of 
rusted metal or wood I find 
has history. My passion is to 
recycle. Adding clay to metal 
or wood allows me to create a 
unique piece of art. Each piece 
of art I create is rare & beautiful. 
ONE MANS TRASH IS ANOTHER 
MANS TREASURE.
 
Karan Murphy Desert Rust 
Design’s

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunfair Rd 2 miles
L on East Broadway 2 miles

DO NOT USE GPS nor Sunburst

63434 Broadway Street
Joshua Tree

92252
714-504-7399

bookartbylori@gmail.com
facebook.com/Book-Art-By-Lori-

LeVoir-2322542451347914

karanmurphy@yahoo.com
Lacasadearte.gallery

IG: @desertrustdesigns

rainia@gmail.com
rainidaysart.com
IG: @rainidaysart

facebook.com/rainidaysart

A Custom Book is a One-of-
a-Kind creation that expresses 
a unique message and/or vision 
of a client commissioning a 
specific design or of a client 
purchasing an already created 
noncommissioned piece. This 
Custom Book Art is individ-
ually Hand Crafted and most 
messages/visions are possible 
to create!! What’s in your mind?

Raini Armstrong

Desert Rust Designs KARAN MURPHY

Book Art by LORI LEVOIR
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Raven Rock is hand-stitched, 
custom goods made with love 
from reclaimed leather. Raw 
edges, and using no patterns 
or sewing machines, makes 
each piece one-of-a-kind. The 
beauty and essence of the 
desert is a definite inspiration in 
all of my pieces. The view from 
my studio in the hi-desert brings 
me peace and joy as I create.

Raven Rock40
leather

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunfair Rd 2 miles
L on East Broadway 2 miles
DO NOT USE GPS nor Sunburst

63434 Broadway Street
Joshua Tree
92252

I have painted in plein air all 
over the landscape for 50 
years, the last 40 in Southern 
California. Some of these paint-
ings glow in the dark!

Jenifer Palmer-Lacy41
painting / mixed media

WEEKEND 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunfair 2 miles
L on Broadway 1.5 miles
L on Flamingo 0.4t
L on Walpi
Studio 3 houses down on the left

63558 Walpi Drive
Joshua Tree
92252

This desert has been my home 
since childhood. I grew up 
swimming in its sea of colors; 
crisp blue skies of winter, fire-
and-honey sunsets of summer, 
and golden sand that glitters 
amongst strands of fine black 
iron. I’ve seen the bold grays of 
rain and storm, which usher in 
the many colors of spring. From 
the oranges of sunrise to the 
crimson of buckwheat, the des-
ert bursts with color. In my art, I 
try to capture all this color. This 
is my home, and it is so beauti-
ful to me! My hope is that, when 
other people look at my art, they 
see the beauty too.

Hannah Grace Artworks42
watercolor / illustration

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From HWY 62 in JT
N on Sunfair 2 miles
L on E. Broadway 1.5 miles
L on Laferney Ave .5 miles
R on 4th Street .2 miles
Studio at right on the corner of 
4th and Flamingo

63512 4th Street
Joshua Tree
92252
hannahgraceartworks@gmail.com
etsy.com/shop/hannahgraceartstudio
IG: @hannahgraceartworks

323-573-1645
laloland@aol.com
facebook.com/jenifer.palmerlacy

m@ravenrockstyle.com
ravenrockstyle.com
IG: @ravenrockstyle.com



30 43
painting / mixed media

43
collage 

43
paper arts / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 3

64848 Walpi Drive
Joshua Tree

92252

My work is an exploration of 
gesture to which I choose 
portraiture to narrate the story 
by expressing the relationship 
of emotion to the posture and 
articulation of the subjects. This 
expression is meant to move 
past barriers of the individual 
identity and begin developing 
a response to a greeting, 
warning, threat, or blessing 
so the viewer can also exist in 
these moments.

Micheal J Lopez is an artist 
originally from the Bay Area. 
Micheal is a self-taught oil 
painter and multi-media artist. 
His current body of work is 
exploring human gesture 
and representation through 
abstract expressionism and 
portraiture.

WEEKEND 1  / 3

64848 Walpi Drive
Joshua Tree

92252

I am interested in how we try 
to make sense of the world 
through categories, themes, 
and patterns. My work explores 
ways of meaning through a 
combination of digital tools, 
collage, and mark making. My 
hope is that viewers draw upon 
their own personal history and 
collective memory to form new 
stories.

WEEKEND 1 / 3

64848 Walpi Drive
Joshua Tree

92252
323-719-7759

Jaya.tengco@gmail.com
Jayatengco.com

IG: @heebiejeebiejaya

michealjlopezstudio@gmail.com
michealjlopezstudio.com

IG: @mjlstudio

Jaya (she/her/sir) is a multidis-
ciplinary artist out of occupied 
Tongva land - Los Angeles, CA. 
Born in November of 1982 
this Scorpio started creating 
vessels with paper mache 
techniques allowing her to use 
available materials around her 
—namely cardboard discards 
from online purchases, paint 
from past projects, and 
marbling kits from Instagram 
ads. During more quiet and 
meditative moments, she 
prefers to dive into abstract 
watercolors to play around 
with the relationship of line, 
color, and negative space. Jaya 
continues to explore different 
mediums and techniques 
hoping to push the materials 
and herself in new directions.

Michael Lopez

Annie Wang

Jaya
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I enjoy capturing nature through 
abstraction and exploring the 
quality of color through various 
mediums.

Emily Mukai44
watercolor / sculpture

WEEKEND 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
4.8 miles 
R on Aberdeen 8.4 miles
L on Center Ave 0.2 miles
* DO NOT DRIVE ON THE UNPAVED 
PORTION OF ABERDEEN. YOU WILL GET 
STUCK IN THE SAND.
R on Lind/Cielito 0.6 miles
Studio on the left

63380 Lind Lane
Joshua Tree
92252

My art practice emphasizes 
creative process and autobiog-
raphy. The choice of media and 
final form are the direct results 
of mood, location, knowledge, 
and artmaking experience.

Barbara Drucker45
mixed media / painting

WEEKEND 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
L on Sunburst 3 miles
R on Golden 0.5 miles
L on Border 1.5 miles
R on Aberdeen 0.5 miles
L on Center Ave 0.25 miles
R on Cielito 0.5 miles
L on Rice Road
Studio is burnt orange, second house on 
left side of Rice Road.

2950 Rice Road
Joshua Tree
92252

An immersive art installation 
featuring multi media works 
created specially for the HWY 
62 Art Tours 2021 season by 
artists Brian Henry and Jennifer 
Henry at their Sunfair Heights 
homestead, Venus to Saturn. 
Inspired by the history of their 
5 acre property that has been 
occupied since 1956, The 
Henrys have constructed a 
dreamlike representation of 
Ms. K, a former resident whose 
colorful character left an 
indelible impression upon the 
property and community.

Venus to Saturn46
installation / multi-media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
L on Sunburst Ave 3 miles
R on Goiden St. 0.5 miles
L on Border 4 miles
R on Winters 1.3 miles
L on Flamingo Rd 0.5 miles
R on Saturn St 
Studio on right

63515 Saturn Street
Joshua Tree
92252
venus2saturn@gmail.com
IG: @venustosaturn

Bdrucker@ucla.edu
barbaradrucker.net
IG: @Barbarastudioprogram

IG: @emukai9



32 47
photography 

47
photography / mixed media 

48
painting / printmaking

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunburst St 3 miles
R on Golden St .5 miles

L on Border Ave 4 miles
L on Winters Rd 1.1 miles
L on McGarry Rd .8 miles

1517 McGarry Road
Joshua Tree

92252

I’m attracted to contrasts 
and context in Joshua Tree 
National Park, our local horizon. 
I enjoy showing my viewers 
contrasts in time by rendering 
the deceased, dormant and 
inanimate in black and white 
and the living in color. Equally 
thrilling is to show you a night 
sky behind an interesting 
foreground in vibrant golden 
hour light; two moments at one 
scene in one day. It’s where 
infinity meets eternity.
Context shows the amazing 
survivability of desert species in 
a harsh world. I constantly seek 
out examples of life’s success 
stories where they hide, 
amongst our fascinating rocks.
Drop by the studio and hear 
more about I have found here in 
the high desert.

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

N on Sunburst St 3 miles
R on Golden St .5 miles

L on Border Ave 4 miles
L on Winters Rd 1.1 miles
L on McGarry Rd .8 miles

1517 McGarry Road
Joshua Tree

92252

My black and white photog-
raphy is moody, but always 
inspired by nature. I prefer 
to capture a moment with 
a dramatic connection to 
coincidences between cloudy 
skies and the earth. Color 
photography often evolves into 
digital paintings that stretch 
the imagination. As a painter, 
I enjoy painting Joshua Tree 
nightscapes and sunrises, as 
functional art on boxes and 
canvas bags. Each one is 
different, and not preplanned. 
I live on 5 acres, and share 
it with coyotes, rattlesnakes, 
owls, lizards, a desert tortoise, 
and have a view that inspires 
me every day.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

7566 Lucerne Vista Ave.
Yucca Valley

92284
442-269-1244

tbluefield@mail.com
tinabluefield.com

714-473-8491
kathymillerartworks@gmail.com

kathymillerphotography.net
facebook.com/kathymillerphotography

714-305-2088
summitch@verizon.net

fineearthphotography.com
IG: @fineearthphotography

facebook.com/FineEarthPhotography

I am enchanted by the austere 
beauty of this Mojave Desert. 
Enveloped in its inspiration 
since 2006, I have been happily 
exploring large abstract work 
in oils. I do very little planning; 
I like to let each piece take me 
where it will.
The paintings evolve naturally in 
layers. It is important for each 
layer to dry before the next is 
applied, so in any given time/
space I have many pieces in 
progress, which delights me.
I also love to paint the open 
desert that surrounds my studio.
It is always a pleasure to 
welcome everyone to this space.

Mitch Miller

Kathy Miller Artworks

Tina Bluefield
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I primarily use oil paint on linen 
primed with rabbit skin glue. 
I was first inspired by Giorgio 
Morandi and Fra Angelico on 
my first trip to Italy in 1963. 
My recent series “The Last 
Quadrant” is followed by “Color 
Fields and Graphs” honoring 
the wonder of Agnes Martin.

Judy Wold49
painting

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunburst St 3 miles
R on Golden St .5 miles
L on Border Ave 3 miles
L on Sonora Rd 2.6 miles

60433 Sonora Road
Joshua Tree
92252

My work examines the space 
between the comic and tragic, 
what’s real and what’s ficti-
tious, what can simultaneously 
exist and be at odds in life or 
virtual space. Today we spend 
so much time maintaining a 
virtual persona, this gap and 
stutter between what’s real and 
what’s presented is at the core 
of the animations, paintings and 
sculptures. The materials hold 
a metaphor of the ephemeral 
and the cherished, that play 
with what is monumental and 
decorative, comic and tragic, 
and beg the viewer to recon-
sider their relationship to these 
ideas and realities. I accept, 
embrace, and celebrate human 
vulnerability.

Emily Silver50
painting / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Yucca Mesa 4.1 miles
R on Scandia 0.2
Studio on left

59474 Scandia Lane
Yucca Valley
92284

My work spans both the comical 
and the mysterious between my 
paintings, photographs and 
experimental films. Characters 
and their humorous commu-
nication mishaps populate my 
paintings. My photographs 
and films are clues into twilight 
landscape worlds where light, 
movement and timing are 
everything. All of it is a direct 
lineage of my animation and 
photography upbringing. 
New photographs, paintings, 
and small sculptures will be 
available. The current paintings 
are 3-D anaglyphs and (cyan 
magenta separation) glasses 
will be provided for visitors. 
Kidnap Yourself Headquarters 
also boasts a Cinema Petite and 
will have a new film premiered.

Kate McCabe @ Kidnap Yourself HQ
51
multi-media / photography 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd
(Hwy 247) 4 miles
R on New Horizons Rd .3 miles
L on Sage Ave. 300 ft.
R on Mesa Dr .4 miles
Studio on the left

57230 Mesa Drive
Yucca Valley
92284
kidnapkate@gmail.com
kidnapyourself.com
IG: @kidnapkate
facebook.com/
kidnapyourselfandkatemccabe

718-213-7007
emmysilver@gmail.com
emilysilver.net
IG: @emilysilverstudio

310-384-7781
judywold5@gmail.com
judywold.com
IG: @judy.wold.31
facebook.com/judy.wold.31



34 52
mixed media / jewelry

53
painting

54
sculpture / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
4.8 miles

R on Aberdeen Dr. 1.6 miles
R on Lucerne Vista Ave 0.2 miles

Studio on the right

3460 Lucerne Vista Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284

Functional art expressed in 
many forms. Come visit our 
carbon neutral home of art!t

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From HWY 62 in YV

N on HWY 247 (Old Woman Springs Rd.)  
4 miles

R on New Horizons 0.2 miles
Studio on corner of Canyon Ln

56787 New Horizons Road
Yucca Valley

92284

My art is based on the photos I 
take while out hiking and I paint 
entirely in my studio. 
 
My oil paintings are colorful 
and highly textured. 
 
My landscapes are inspired by 
early California artists such as 
Granville Redmond, Maurice 
Braun and Franz Bischoff.

WEEKEND 1  / 3

5323 Balsa Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284
IG: @thephilmiller

805-709-5030
Jaynetheartist@gmail.com

jayneschelden.com
IG: @JayneTheArtist

760-777-0041
nakedlightworker@gmail.com

NakedLightWorker.com
IG: @NakedLightWorker

My work is sculptural, and 
includes found objects and 
metal work. I maintain a studio 
practice while also working 
as a metal craftsman building 
custom elements such as 
gates, railings and other archi-
tectural components. Since 
1971, I have owned land in 
remote Eastern Washington 
where I have created a 
sculpture garden over several 
acres, populated with my work. 
Having just moved out to the 
desert a year and a half ago, 
and creating my new studio on 
Yucca Mesa, I’m interested to 
see how my work will change 
and evolve over time.

Mix Maison

Jayne Schelden’s Art

Philip Miller
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breathe, love and create

Karin Haase55
fiber arts / textiles

NOT SHOWING

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Yucca Mesa Rd 2 miles
L on Buena Vista Dr .3 miles
L on Paradise View Rd .1 miles
L on Forrest Dr

Karin will not be showing on this years tour: 
please check out her work online & contact 
for purchase or commission info.

I paint landscapes by 
transcribing combinations of 
satellite images, aerial photo-
graphs, and maps. For many 
years I have described my 
painting process as a photo-re-
alist start, coupled with 
expressionist paint handling 
that shows the Earth in flux. 
More recently, I have begun to 
work from simple hand drawn 
grids and memory, developing 
historical themes. Since retiring 
from my teaching position at 
Copper Mountain College in 
2019, I have been experi-
menting with not using pre-vi-
sualized compositions at all, 
instead improvising free-form 
abstractions that are my 
rhythmic gestural responses to 
music.

Spelman Evans Downer56
painting / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Yucca Mesa Rd. 1.5 miles
R on Security Dr 0.5 miles
R on Alta Ave 0.2 miles
Studio second driveway on left, 
to top of hill, adobe building 
on the right.

5583 Alta Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I create mixed media sculp-
tures that I call “Planimerals”. 
They combine plant, animal 
and mineral forms to create 
an organic synergy. I envision 
these sculptures as alien life 
forms that have evolved in ways 
that combine plant, animal 
and mineral qualities with a 
consciousness also encom-
passing those qualities. I also 
create painting working within the 
format of the mandala. I contrast 
organic forms and textures within 
a precise geometric grid while 
playing with the borders between 
abstraction and figuration. The 
Earth Goddess, ancient nature 
dieties and elemental energies 
are recurring themes. I use hot 
glue for texture combined with 
semitransparent layers of acrylic 
paint.

Valerie Davis57
mixed media / painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Yucca Mesa Rd 1 mile
L on Douglas .1 miles
L on Marvin Dr 
3rd house at right

5786 Marvin Drive
Yucca Valley
92284
760-820-4336 
valdavisartinjt@gmail.com
IG: @Valerie Davis
facebook.com/Valerie-Davis-
Art-Jewelry-and-Energy-
Tools-362922777786688

turquoise6@verizon.net
spelmanevansdowner.net
facebook.com/spelmanevans.downer

karinhaase.com
IG: @motheranddaughterhaase



36 58
painting

58
glass / jewelry

59
ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

6316 Marvin Drive
Yucca Valley 

92284

Painting and the creative 
process has always been 
my passion. I have found the 
shapes, textures and colors 
of nature to be my inspiration, 
and acrylic paint gives me the 
vibrancy I require to interpret 
the world as I see it. Most of 
my works in the past have been 
very realistic and detailed. But 
lately, I have been loosening up, 
giving up some of my control, 
and letting natural forces guide 
me. My style is continuing to 
evolve, just as I continue to 
evolve as an artist.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

6316 Marvin Drive
Yucca Valley 

92284

I like playing with fire.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Yucca Mesa Rd 1 mile
L on Douglas Ln .5 miles

R on Indio Ave .1 miles
L on Wilmar Ave .1 miles

Road ends at studio.
Park behind studio.

58775 Wilmar Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284
760-365-8193

ededkeesling@aol.com
edsclayworks.com

facebook.com/ededkeesling

dsilberman.com

310-991-2206
myrafistonichkennedy@gmail.com

IG: @Myrabird63
facebook.com/myra.fistonichkennedy

I am an artist potter, special-
izing in high fired stoneware, 
functional pottery, sculpture, 
and tiles. In response to the 
unique history and environment 
of the Joshua Tree National 
Park, I make unique mugs, 
Sourdough Starter Jugs, 
special bird feeders and a 
plethora of other one of a kind 
forms.

Myra Kennedy

Dvora Silberman

Ed Keesling Clayworks
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The beauty and possibilities 
that dyed silk hold are mesmer-
izing. I love the color saturation 
and the infinite patterns that 
can be achieved. Sometimes 
I like to interject song lyrics, 
a play on words or simply 
riff off of the patterns inside 
a cholla. Recently I’m loving 
the infinite and unpredictable 
patterns of Shibori. I like to 
stitch random patterns in the 
Nui style. Art draws me in when 
there’s a bit of magic. All of 
these processes get pulled in, 
wrapped up, stitched together, 
then afterwards they unfold into 
delicious surprises. Sometimes 
there’s a dud, but that makes 
the successful pieces just that 
more precious.

Beth Abaravich60
fiber arts / textiles / printmaking

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Yucca Mesa Rd 1 mile
L on Douglas Ln .4 miles
R on Linda Lee Dr .3 miles
L on Los Coyotes Dr

58982 Los Coyotes Drive
Yucca Valley
92284

I knit and felt wearable items; 
and do tile and wood mosaics.

I am inspired by things I have 
never seen before.

Andrea Jungert60
fiber arts / textiles / mosaic

WEEKEND  2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Yucca Mesa Rd 1 mile
L on Douglas Ln .4 miles
R on Linda Lee Dr .3 miles
L on Los Coyotes Dr

58982 Los Coyotes Drive
Yucca Valley
92284

Fine art photography made with 
high resolution digital cameras 
and printed in a variety of 
mediums including, canvas 
wraps, dye sublimation metal 
prints, and acrylic face mounts 
of the highest quality available.
 
I specialize in images from 
Joshua Tree National Park 
though a few other areas will be 
featured.

Doug Dolde61
photography 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on 247/Old Womans Spring RD 
0.5 miles
R on Warren Way
Studio is fourth house on the left

57404 Warren Way
Yucca Valley
92284
760-913-0588 
dougdolde@gmail.com
douglasdolde.com
IG: @dougdolde

andreajungert@yahoo.com
desertdiva.com
facebook.com/andrea.jungert

213-272-2307
stylejunky@aol.com
bethabaravich.com
IG: @bethabaravich,
       @pattern__freak__
facebook.com/beth.abaravich



38 62
drawing / book arts

63
sculpture

63
sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV 

N on 247/Old Woman Springs Rd
L on Farrelo Rd. 0.3 miles

R on Mirlo Rd. 
Studio on left, park in the cul-de-sac

6230 Mirlo Lane
Yucca Valley

92284

Jef Harmatz is a cartoonist, 
writer and artist living in 
the high desert. He uses his 
preferred medium of comics 
to explore the absurdity and 
profundity contained within 
the mundane. Currently, he is 
making comics about boulders, 
cooking, undersea creatures, 
and more.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
1 mile

L on Farrelo Rd .8 miles
L on Plaza Del Amigo .2 miles

L on Hoot Owl Trail .3 miles
Studio at left

6229 Hoot Owl Trail
Yucca Valley

92284

Sculpture is how I commu-
nicate my perspective, vision, 
and wonder of the miraculous 
equation of life. I use stone 
because it is a link to the earth; 
its richness and varieties are a 
miracle in itself. The glass in my 
work is symbolic of water and 
of the human spirit. I want to 
entice the viewer with beauty- 
not just visual attraction but 
a physical feeling that moves 
and resonates. I look for the 
spirit of my subject. Why is this 
happening? What is it about 
this theme that inspires me? 
Can it have a positive affect on 
people?

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
1 mile

L on Farrelo Rd .8 miles
L on Plaza Del Amigo .2 miles

L on Hoot Owl Trail .3 miles
Studio at left

6229 Hoot Owl Trail
Yucca Valley

92284
760-660-9028

christopherfalossi@gmail.com
falossistudios.com

760-220-3994
falossistudios.com

IG: @joshuatreestonesculptor
facebook.com/falossistudios

jefharmatz@exquisiteradish.com
exquisiteradish.com
IG: @bachelormagic

Having a stone sculptor as a 
father, I was drawn to sculpture 
at an early age. From watching 
my dad, I got to see the amount 
of time, effort, and skill required 
to grapple with stone, as well 
as the great reward that is 
achieved upon finishing a piece. 
The durability and timelessness 
of stone has always amazed me 
and I try to convey these attri-
butes through my sculpture. 
There’s something amazing 
about creating something that 
lasts forever and can be viewed 
and appreciated for genera-
tions to come.

Jef Harmatz

David Falossi

Christopher Falossi
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My art has changed over 
the years. I still enjoy digital 
photomontage and digital 
abstraction.  I became involed 
with Japanese art many years 
ago and recently found that 
Sumi-e, black ink, brush on 
paper was something I would 
like to try. Triditional Sumi-e 
subjects are bamboo, flowers 
and animals but to my suprise, 
I found, with much practice, 
you could capture the magnifi-
cence of the western mountain 
landscape.

Ray Yeager64
digital art / painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on 247/Old Womans Spring Rd 3 miles
L on Skyline Ranch Road on block
R on Wallaby 1 mile
L on Grand for 0.2 mile
Studio on the right
GPS SHOWS COBALT ST. BUT IT IS A VERY 
BAD, BUMPY ROAD

5563 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I have been taking photographs 
ever since I ordered my first 
camera out of the back of a 
comic book. The equipment 
has changed since then, but 
the thrill of capturing a beautiful 
moment remains the same.
 
Even as a toddler I was always 
pointing and saying “Ooh, look, 
pretty!” Photography is just my 
ways of sharing my excitement 
about the beauty and wonders 
of the creation all around us, my 
way of still saying “Ooh, look, 
pretty!”

Julianne Koza65
photography  / jewelry

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Hwy 247 3 miles
L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .1 mile
R on Grand Ave
Studio first driveway on right)
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5405 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I am driven to create. Creating 
is a necessary component of a 
(my) balanced life. Without it, I 
malfunction. And it’s fun!! I am 
inspired by almost anything—
nature, conversations, a dream 
I had last night. I enjoy the 
challenge of exploring many 
mediums and techniques. My 
work doesn’t seek to persuade, 
judge, or impose a philosophy. 
I love making art. If it speaks to 
you, I am doubly blessed!

Georgia Ryan65
glass / ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Hwy 247 3 miles
L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .1 mile
R on Grand Ave
Studio first driveway on right)
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5405 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284
928-303-1292
woodgatestudio@gmail.com
woodgatestudio.com

760-365-8837
juliannekoza@verizon.net

760-365-7897
ryeager890@aol.com
rayyeagerart.com
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ceramics / sculpture

66
jewelry / metal work

66
watercolor / pastel

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd 
(Hwy 247) 3 miles

L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .8 mile

R on Grand Ave 0.1 miles
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5330 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284

Nichole has loved pottery all 
her life. From playing in the 
mud as a kid to her first pot 
thrown on the wheel over two 
decades ago, she was hooked. 
Her passion is crystalline 
glazing, a beautiful process 
where crystals are grown in the 
glaze during firing, giving each 
piece a unique and captivating 
design. She throws porcelain 
on her wheel and sculpts the 
piece to add an organic, natural 
movement. She makes her own 
glazes from raw materials. 
Through her award winning art, 
Nichole has truly learned how 
to capture a piece of nature in 
each treasure she creates.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
3 miles

L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .8 mile

R on Grand Ave 0.1 miles
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5330 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284

I have always loved the beauty 
the earth has given us.  Stones 
and crystals have been used to 
wear and to heal us since the 
beginning of time. So along with 
working with man-made metal 
and combining crystals the 
beauty is intensified, whether 
wearing art or looking at it we 
bring beauty and joy into our 
lives.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
3 miles

L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .8 mile

R on Grand Ave 0.1 miles
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5330 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284
760-285-2318

dlockefineart@verizon.net
dlockefineart.com

IG: @D.Locke.Art

hollyrae49@gmail.com
IG: @holly rae jewelry

facebook.com/holly.butryn

crystalsbynichole.com
IG: @crystalsbynichole

facebook.com/CrystalsByNichole

I have experimented with all 
types of paints, but water-
color paint has become my 
favorite. Watercolor paint is 
challenging and it has taken 
awhile to discover its secrets. 
I love the fluidity, vibrancy, and 
the surprises from watercolors. 
My palette has only thirteen 
colors which allows or forces 
me to mix the dozens of color 
variations in my paintings. 
Over the year, my subjects lean 
toward flowers, old building 
and animals.

Nichole Vikdal

Holly Rae Jewelry

Deane Locke - ART!
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I am a retired educator. I 
loved teaching but needed a 
creative outlet to balance my 
life. Basketry feeds my soul. I 
explored many materials and 
techniques and find that the 
contact with the materials 
is as important to me as the 
basketry process. Each step of 
the process, from the gathering 
and preparing of the materials 
to creating the work, gives me 
peace. The materials and I 
work together to create each 
piece. I relish the magic and 
challenge of different basketry 
materials. My work has evolved 
to become more sculptural and 
is an abstract reflection of my 
life.

Kathi Klopfenstein66
basketry

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd 
(Hwy 247) 3 miles
L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .8 mile
R on Grand Ave 0.1 miles
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5330 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I have always been a wood 
worker and was introduced to 
gourd art about 25 years ago. I 
like working in 3 dimensions and 
a compound curved surface is 
a challenge. Wood and gourds 
require many of the same skills. 
Each gourd is unique in shape, 
markings, texture and color that 
can influence the creation. My 
work involves carving, pyrog-
raphy, (wood burning), dyeing 
and painting. Some pieces 
include basketry materials and 
techniques. My work has a 
Southwest native theme; much 
from ancient origins. Gourds 
offer unlimited possibilities for 
my imagination.

Paul Klopfenstein66
gourd art / fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
N on Old Woman Springs Rd 
(Hwy 247) 3 miles
L on Skyline Ranch Rd 300 ft
L on Wallaby St (first left) .8 mile
R on Grand Ave 0.1 miles
DO NOT TAKE COBALT - BAD ROAD

5330 Grand Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

My art work is a reflection of 
my indigenous roots and my life 
in the desert. I like to capture 
its beauty by incorporating 
different mediums such as 
driftwood and other objects i 
find in the desert into my wall 
hangings and weavings.

Melisa Rimada67
fiber arts / textiles / mixed media

WEEKEND 2 / 3

5634 Roberts Road
Yucca Valley
92284
IG: @diydreamerstudio

760-285-3799
pklops@yahoo.com
bearcourt.com

760-285-3898
info@bearcourt.com
bearcourt.com
facebook.com/Kathi-
Klopfenstein-Fiber-
Artist-538276272960380



42 67
nail art / assemblage

67
sculpture / metal work

68
multi-media / photography 

WEEKEND 2 / 3

5634 Roberts Road
Yucca Valley

92284

I make art from nails. Each 
piece ranges from 5,000 to 
50,000 nails meticulously 
installed on wood panels, 
depicting desert landscapes, 
portraits, abstracts, and desert 
critters. I also do assemblage 
art, using various found and 
repurposed materials, inspired 
by this hi desert landscape. 
Please stop by the studio and 
experience some unique art (3 
artists) in a stunningly beautiful 
high desert setting.

WEEKEND  2 / 3

5634 Roberts Road
Yucca Valley

92284

Inspired by her South African 
heritage, Gubby started 
drawing animals and tribal 
patterns when she was only 4 
years old. As she matured, her 
art evolved, developing into 
more complex surreal illustra-
tions reminiscent of Salvador 
Dali and Dr. Seuss illustrations. 
In college, she discovered her 
love of metals and welding. 
Whilst still drawing and print-
making, her larger than life 
sculptures have taken her work 
to new dimensions. After gradu-
ating, Gubby traveled around 
the U.S. searching for a new 
place for inspiration. Gubby 
currently resides in Joshua 
Tree, California where she 
creates her steel sculptures, 
jewelry, and paintings.

WEEKEND 1 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on 247/Old Woman Springs Rd 2.2 miles
L on Spencer Rd
Studio is on right

DO NOT USE GPS

5524 Old Woman Springs Road
Yucca Valley

92284
IG: @x__holly__x  

@oldwomanshomestead

gubbybeck.com
IG: @gubbybeck

johnhensonart.com
IG: @john_henson_art

facebook.com/john.henson.395

I have always been drawn 
to how an artist arrives at a 
finished piece more than the 
completed work. The journey 
or the story behind an object’s 
evolution often inspires me 
more than finished piece. 
 
My current work is focused 
on the narrative behind. 
Expressing both the end result 
and the source of the influence. 
I am not wedded to one medium 
but I love the documentary 
nature of photography and it 
plays an important part in my 
work.

John Henson Nail Art

Gubby Beck

Holly Ellis
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For the past 20 years, Matt J. 
Adams has been balancing his 
two passions, music and art. 
What started off as illustrating 
for his band, The Blank Tapes, 
eventually lead to art commis-
sions for other clients mostly in 
the music world, most notably 
the Grateful Dead. Although, 
dabbling in various mediums, 
brush & ink has been his 
preferred one, which he learned 
from artist William ‘Bill’ Wray 
(Ren & Stimpy) while working as 
his assistant for MAD Magazine 
in the early 2000’s. As a So 
Cal native, Matt’s natural 
surroundings have also heavily 
influenced his work.

Matt J. Adams69
ink / drawing

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs (hwy 247) 
2 miles
L on Cobalt 
Studio is on corner on the right

5676 Old Woman Springs Road
Yucca Valley
92284

Drawing inspiration from the 
desert landscape and her 
love of animals, Tammy’s work 
combines abstraction with 
representational elements 
using layered acrylics and 
collage. 

When not painting, Tammy 
captures these inspirations 
through her camera lens.

Tammy Romatko70
photography / painting 

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
7 miles
L into driveway for Romatko’s Canine 
Country Ranch
Follow the dirt driveway to kennel entrance

2096 Old Woman Springs Road
Yucca Valley
92284

First, desertification, then 
elevation, then inspiration, 
then fabrication, creation, then 
presentation, then illumination, 
possession, satisfaction. 
 

Suzen Smallwood71
jewelry

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 In Yucca Valley
N. on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
8 miles
L on Tanager 1.5 miles
L on Jemez Tr  1 Block
L on Luna Vista Ln  25 Yards
R  into driveway

55473 Luna Vista Lane
Yucca Valley
92284
760-364-9158 
suzensmallwood@gmail.com
IG: @suzensmallwood
facebook.com/suzen.smallwood.7

tromatko@yahoo.com
tammyromatko.com
IG: @tammyromatko

mjadamsart@gmail.com
theblanktapes.bandcamp.com/merch
IG: @mattjadamsart
facebook.com/matthewjaredadams



44 72
mixed media / assemblage

73
sculpture / watercolor

74
ceramics / jewelry

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT

R on Golden St .5 miles
L on Border Ave 4 miles

R on Winters Rd 4.6 miles
Studio at right at Mile Square Rd

55924 Vin Rose Lane
Yucca Valley

92284

My work is based on the pieces 
of waste and debris I collect 
from the world and the human 
psyche. I enjoy the ruins of the 
edifice more than a complete 
structure. I am a self taught 
artist and mixed media allows 
me to capture the texture of 
the outskirts and the middle of 
nowhere’s and the fringes and 
the lost storylines.

WEEKEND 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs R 
(Hwy 247) 8 miles

R on Starlight Mesa Rd .5 miles
R on Cambria Ave 300 ft.
L on Vin Rose Ln .1 miles

L on Tahoe Ave .2 miles

1188 Tahoe Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284

The desert environment became 
the significant influence on 
my work when moving here in 
1979. I felt myself peeling back 
time and observing the natural 
processes at work. 
 
At first, I was challenged with 
producing works on paper. 
Today, I still draw and paint as 
a preliminary step to producing 
sculpture. I attempt to ask 
questions about the balance 
between advancing technology 
and the preservation of the 
natural environment. I find 
myself caught up in the 
incredible possibilities of a high 
tech world, yet recognizing the 
real possibility of destroying the 
natural world along the way.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From HWY 62 in YV

N on HWY 247 8 miles
R on Starlight Mesa Rd. 0.5 miles

L on Cambria Ave 0.4 miles

1010 Cambria Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284
760-660-3698

shellrswift@hotmail.com

riemansculpture.com

760-821-7512

Living in the Hi Desert I am 
inspired by its natural beauty. 
The found wood, rocks and 
wildflowers all add to my 
wall hangings and functional 
pottery. You can find the 
rawness of the desert with a bit 
of feminine added to my work.

Joshua Almendinger

Steven L. Rieman

Shelly Fredenburg
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According to family legend, my 
great grandmother could run 
her hand across a length of 
cloth and find a misweave. If so, 
she would not have relished my 
Saori cloth for its multitude of 
gaps and bumps and dips. Saori 
weaving encourages the bold, 
the intuitive, the adventurous, 
and the true. Often considered 
the improvisational jazz of the 
weaving world, we weavers 
play with color and texture, 
warp and weft as means of self 
expression. My work reflects 
my autobiographical, historical, 
political and environmental 
concerns.
 
For over fifteen years Saori 
weaving has brought me much 
joy and other delights.

Ellen Finan74
fiber arts / textiles / jewelry

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From HWY 62 in YV
N on HWY 247 8 miles
R on Starlight Mesa Rd. 0.5 miles
L on Cambria Ave 0.4 miles

1010 Cambria Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I belong outside. My primary 
studio is in nature—digging 
through dirt for rocks, 
collecting colors from plants, 
picking up waste left by people, 
and collecting sticks and 
bones from past lives. With 
my artwork, I strive to bring 
the outside in. I use organic 
materials to (quite literally) 
interweave the energies of 
nature together and make 
them assessible from inside 
one’s home. Through a mix of 
techniques including weaving, 
embroidery, macramé, dyeing, 
and painting, I create pieces 
that explore our relationship 
with the desert land—what we 
choose to give and take.

Alison Paris75
fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 /  3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd 
(Hwy 247) 8.5 mi
R on Hondo Rd .25mi
L on Artesia Ave .01 mi

329 Artesia Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I work with clay and play with 
fire in Wonder Valley. I draw a 
lot of inspiration from vintage 
homewares and the colors of 
the desert. I make things that 
I love and that I want in my 
everyday life. My color palette 
is bright and cheerful like the 
desert sunsets. Aside from 
my glazed dinnerware I do pit 
firing, which the oldest known 
method for firing pottery. With 
this firing technique each piece 
is always 100% unique. I feel 
so lucky to be apart of this 
community and cannot wait 
to share my art at my very first 
Highway 62 Art Tours!

Stray Ceramics75
ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd 
(Hwy 247) 8.5 mi
R on Hondo Rd .25mi
L on Artesia Ave .01 mi

329 Artesia Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284
strayceramics@gmail.com
strayceramics.com
IG: @StrayCeramics

571-236-9578
alison.tsm@gmail.com
rainydaywomandesigns.com
IG: @_rainy_day_woman_

951-768-4750
ecfinan@yahoo.com
pullofthemoondesigns.com
IG: @Pullofthemoon
facebook.com/pullofthemoondesigns
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fiber arts / textiles / mixed media

77
sculpture / ceramics

78
ceramics / fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

56151 Sun Terrance Drive
Yucca Valley

92284

Dream interpretation, extra-
mundane landscapes and 
the psychedelic aesthetic are 
reoccurring elements within 
Svetlana Shigroff’s work. The 
artist uses the process of tufting 
as a kinetic incantation. The 
process giving space for the 
multiplicity of the self. The Great 
Mother, Shadow, The Tricker 
and Divine Child being common 
emblems. The artist creates 
supernatural anti-heroes to 
transform the defeated into 
triumphant ghouls, to slay 
assailants and comfort the 
tormented. In doing so, she 
attempts to create an alter-
native narrative. The imagery is 
naive, bright and playful, yet it 
tends to carry an under current 
of tension and/or visceral terror.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
10.6 miles

R on Reche Rd .7 miles
Studio on Right across from 

Landers Elementary

56423 Reche Road
Landers
92285

Landers has provided me a 
beautiful environment in which 
to evolve a garden of my sculp-
tures. Ceramic and concrete 
have been the primary mediums 
I have been working with during 
the Covid19 pandemic. My 
environment has influenced 
my latest works between the 
desert floor and stars.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on 247/Old Womans Spring Rd  
10.6 miles

R on Reche 1.4 mile
L on Singletree one block 

Studio is one block up on the right

1025 Single Tree Road
Landers
92285

310-916-8592
nicola@nicolavruwink.com

nicolavruwink.com
IG: @nicolavruwink

facebook.com/nicola.vruwink

714-417-8176
cybele@cybelerowe.com

cybelerowe.com
IG: @CybeleRoweArt

svetlana.shigroff@gmail.com
svetlanashigroff.com
IG: @scrapsbysveta

I came to the desert in need of 
space; physical and mental. A 
voluntary diaspora in search 
of inspiration and quiet. I am a 
maker of many things and seek 
to make sense of the world 
through what I make whether 
in the form of a clay vessel or 
a yarn wall-hanging. It is the 
tactile qualities of the objects 
that ask to be held or touched, 
the potential for intimacy with 
strangers that drives me. And 
the wildness of the desert 
informs this desire with its 
vastness, its arresting beauty 
redolent of danger, and the 
quiet that allows my thoughts to 
come into forms.

Svetlana Shigroff

Cybele Rowe

Nicola Vruwink
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My current body of work 
explores systems that erode 
and the conflict between order 
and entropy. Inspiration is 
found where I live and work in 
Los Angeles and Wonder Valley. 
Iconic mid-century archi-
tecture and design, abandoned 
shelters built by optimistic 
homesteaders, discarded 
personal artifacts, and the arid 
landscape, which is both brutal 
and sublime—my exploration, 
documentation, and imagining 
of these elements are incorpo-
rated into the work. Combining 
photographs, printmaking, 
drawing, collage, and instal-
lation, I assign new meaning. 
The work reveals both beauty 
and decay, exposing elements 
of the original object or ideal, 
as well as imagination of its 
inevitable destruction.

Chelsea Dean78
mixed media / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on 247/Old Womans Spring Rd
10.6 miles
R on Reche 1.4 mile
L on Singletree one block 
Studio is one block up on the right.

1025 Single Tree Road
Landers
92285

My work is a catharsis of 
balancing shadow self and 
innocence. The desert’s 
knowledge that has allowed 
growth. I work with the intensity 
of both the human and animal 
gaze, a connection being lost 
to technology. Often an energy 
of reclaiming of feminine power 
without apology will be found 
through out my work. I often 
use symbols of herbalism, 
animal familiars, as well as 
folkloric and historical refer-
ences. I challenge the viewer 
to gaze back and hope they find 
themselves more connected 
and open.

Lorry Stone79
painting / pastel

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

56909 Emerald Way
Landers
92285

I am a work in progress. And my 
art is the physical expression 
of my current, though ever 
changing, mental vista on 
life’s path. My paintings are a 
meditation of the simplicity I 
long for in this life. My assem-
blage work is my need to put 
order to the chaos that life 
inherently is. And my Instal-
lations explore life’s wonder 
while creating environments for 
human connection.

Prescott McCarthy80
painting / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
11.9 miles
R on Jesse Rd .8 miles
L on Acoma Trail .2 miles

1919 Acoma Trail
Landers
92285
435-659-4894
PrescottMcCarthyart@gmail.com
PrescottMccarthy.com
IG: @prescottmccarthy

lorrystoneart@gmail.com
IG: @lorrystoneart

chelseadean.com
IG: @minifunk
facebook.com/ChelseaDeanArt
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painting / installation

82
painting / mixed media

83
painting / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Old Woman Springs Rd (Hwy 247) 
12.6 miles

R on Ornelas Lane 0.5
Follow dirt road to the dead end. 

Studio is last house on the left.

55525 Ornelas Lane
Landers
92285

Bunnie Reiss’ work is heavily 
influenced by her Eastern 
European background and 
the images of nature that 
surrounded her growing up in 
the Rocky Mountains. She is 
widely known for her public 
art, creating murals and 
larger installation that speak 
to the cosmos, nature, human 
connection and magic. When 
not working in public, she has a 
strong studio practice, working 
quietly on delicate paintings, 
quilts, stuffed objects and small 
sculptures. 

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on 247/Old Womans Spring RD 
12.8 miles

R on Linn Rd 2.3 miles
Studio on NE corner of Sage & Linn

57054 Richardson Drive
Landers
92285

Art, when done right, resonates 
truth about the human condition 
and society at large.

WEEKEND 2 

1224 Yucca Mesa
Landers
92285

aaronglasson3@gmail.com
aaronglasson.com
IG: @aaronglasson

bradbyrdmgmt@gmail.com
brad-byrd.com/art

IG: @bradbyrd
facebook.com/bradbyrdofficial

bunniereiss@gmail.com
bunniereiss.com

IG: @bunnieluvrocks
facebook.com/bunniereiss

Over the years my art has taken 
on a variety of forms such as 
painting, sculpture, large scale 
murals, illustration, community 
engaged installation. Much of 
this work was figurative, labor 
intensive, and fundamentally 
toxic to the environment . This 
new collection of abstract 
work made in and from the 
high desert is a departure 
from synthetic materials. An 
exercise in reduction, simplicity 
and making everything from 
scratch, even paint. It’s the 
result of a two year investi-
gation into matter guided by 
the simple idea that “what you 
make returns to the earth either 
as food or poison.”

Bunnie Reiss

Brad Byrd

Aaron Glasson
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Richard, a non binary creator 
showcases their belief that 
magic is real. It’s all around us, 
it even is us. Their body of work 
gives us a chance to delve deep 
into the simple cornucopia 
of wonder that is t.i.m.e. The 
Infinite Museum of Everywhere.

Richard Mutt83
other

WEEKEND 3

1224 Yucca Mesa
Landers
92285

As a first-generation, gay, 
non-binary Asian-American, 
everything I do is an honoring 
and a healing of deep emotional 
landscapes and relationships 
to place and person. My Work 
is also informed by fifteen 
years of practice as an intuitive 
bodyworker. My shadow tends 
to dwell in the liminal realms of 
paradox, nuance, and remem-
bering/forgetting, and my muse 
in places of passion, pleasure, 
and faith. My current practice 
explores the selfsame well of 
grief and laughter, and is a 
return to my “never and always 
changing” idea of home.

Tin Santos83
multi-media / ceramics

WEEKEND 1

1224 Yucca Mesa
Landers
92285

I am a native to Mother Earth 
and have called both the 
Sierras and the Hi Desert my 
home. My work is inspired by 
living close to and co-existing 
with nature, through all our 
relations, we are all related. 
The dragon series represents 
the guardians of the earth and 
the interconnectedness of the 
world, They are created from 
found materials such as bones, 
feathers, seeds, shells, antlers 
and dates. Through my work, I 
want to encourage more of us 
to become guardians of Earth, 
with Earth and for Earth.

Cito Gonzales84
assemblage / sculpture

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

60426 Lutz Avenue
Landers
92285
760-821-5973
geigarts@gmail.com

IG: @_tinsantos_

theodysseysociety.org



50 84
painting

85
painting / sculpture

86
printmaking / book arts

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Hwy 247 for 10 miles
R on Reche Rd for 5 miles L 

on Booth Rd
L at the next corner (Lutz Rd) 

First house
GPS friendly 

60426 Lutz Avenue
Landers
92285

My interests range from 
abandoned relics in desert 
ghost towns and old 
homestead cabins, to local 
landscapes and desert fauna. 
Lately my attention has also 
turned to pursuing subjects 
with social and cultural signifi-
cance. A remote private studio 
in Landers north of Joshua 
Tree provides the open space, 
peace, and solitude I find 
necessary to allow creative 
inspirations to grow and 
flourish. The desert contains a 
wealth of new subjects yet to 
be found.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

S on Avalon Ave (becomes Palomar) 
2.2 miles

Continue past Carlyle/Keats Roads
L at black mailbox (8289)

8289 Palomar Avenue
Yucca Valley 

92284

I am a life long painter, and 
since living in the high desert, 
most of my work reflects this 
environment.

WEEKEND 3

58209 Juarez Drive
Yucca Valley

92284
walkermettling@gmail.com

walkermettling.com
IG: @katrillioneyes

760-369-9025
esthernmike2@gmail.com

esthershawsart.com

760-333-8884
geigarts@gmail.com

geigarts.com
IG: @geigarts

Besides making a one person-
at-a-time planetarium, I make 
all sorts of books and zines, 
experimental anthologies with 
weird pull outs, comics with 
kids, but also screenprints 
about monsters and history 
and the history of holidays and I 
sometimes make infographical 
newspapers about monuments 
and bodies of water that no 
longer exist.

Marcia Geiger

Esther Shaw

Walker Mettling
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Kat Johnson is an LA native 
who relocated to the high 
desert over five years ago, 
where she’s found wondrous 
inspiration from its inimitable 
landscape and timeless spirit. 
Informed by a sense of other-
worldly lyricism, provocative 
playfulness and the enduring 
environment, her “story box” 
assemblages have been 
shown in galleries and shops 
throughout the Southland—as 
well as on an album cover by 
the band Poco.

Kat Johnson87
assemblage / collage

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
S on Acoma 1.1 mi
L on Joshua Drive .7 mi
R on Amador .7 mi
8658 Amador on right, corner of Java

8658 Amador Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

I’ve felt haunted by the Mojave 
Desert since I first saw Jim 
Morrison’s phantasmic 1969 
film, HWY, which partly was 
shot in Joshua Tree. As an 
experimental artist, writer, 
musician and filmmaker, each 
medium connects to inform my 
cultural outlook: humor is as 
horror does. The 2021 HWY 
62 Art Tours mark the first time 
I’ve publicly shown my mixed-
media collage and assemblage 
work in nearly 20 years. I’m 
grateful for the chance to share 
my vision as an instinctual 
renter in a world controlled by 
intellectual property owners. 
Looking to the Mojave night sky 
puts it all in perspective.

Jeff Finn87
collage / assemblage

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
S on Acoma 1.1 mi
L on Joshua Drive .7 mi
R on Amador .7 mi
8658 Amador on right, corner of Java

8658 Amador Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284

Heidi Knack is a self-taught 
artist based in Yucca Valley, 
CA. After 20-plus years in 
Corporate America working 
as a creative project manager, 
Heidi followed her dream of 
moving to the Mojave Desert 
to pursue a slower, more 
meaningful existence. An avid 
hiker, she draws artistic inspi-
ration from the surrounding 
desert landscape’s textures 
and hues. Her work, comprised 
of wall and window hangings 
created from cholla cactus 
skeletons and natural crystals 
and minerals, is a reflection of 
this inspiration and her love of 
the desert.

Heidi Knack87
mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
S on Acoma 1.1 mi
L on Joshua Drive .7 mi
R on Amador .7 mi
8658 Amador on right, corner of Java

8658 Amador Avenue
Yucca Valley
92284
hknack@gmail.com
IG: @heidiknack

IG: @thelatejefffinn

323-377-8729
katj13@att.net
IG: @katjohnsonart



52 88
ceramics

89
ceramics

90
painting / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in Yucca Valley

S on Joshua Lane 1.4 miles
R on Joshua Drive 0.5 miles

L on Amador 0.4 miles
R on Free Gold Drive 400 ft.

House is at the end of the Cul-de-Sac

56590 Free Gold Drive
Yucca Valley

92284

Originally the feel of the raw 
clay from the earth is what 
attracted me to this medium. 
The ease of impressions allows 
me to express a bit of flair in 
both wheel thrown and hand 
built functional pieces. The 
desert with it’s stoic beauty is 
an inspiration which I’ve just 
begun to experience.

WEEKEND 2 

56445 Anaconda Drive
Yucca Valley

92284

Mama Coyote aims for perfect 
imperfection; a wabi-sabi 
aesthetic inspired by the 
natural beauty of our desert 
surroundings. These small 
batch ceramics provide 
functional art and ritual 
objects that imbue your home 
with warmth and maximum 
coziness. Made entirely by 
hand without the use of a 
potter’s wheel, these sculptural 
offerings emphasize organic 
shapes and vibrant earth 
tones. You’ll find mugs, cacti, 
boulders, snakes, tarot card 
displays, incense burners and 
vessels for all sorts of treats in 
Mama Coyote’s den.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

S on Barberry Ave
Studio is a few blocks down on the right

7456 Barberry Avenue
Yucca Valley

92284
Marievlasic@vlasicstudio.com

vlasicstudio.com
IG: @vlasicstudio

facebook.com/MarieVlasicArt

jagraybill@gmail.com
mamacoyote.com

IG: @mama.coyote
facebook.com/mamacoyotedesertdog

207-205-3029
imorse1331@gmail.com

facebook.com/alexis.stamos.319

Figurative realism oil paintings. 
In rendering the human form, 
I am digging into the person, 
pulling out who and what they 
are. By pushing and pulling the 
paint, the light and shadow, I 
am laying them, and myself, 
bare on the canvas, attempting 
to find the humanity, the soul, 
in them, and in me. I paint in 
many thin successive layers. 
This time-consuming technique 
gives my work a rich, luminous 
quality. The process of watching 
each work unfold, the moment 
when the flat canvas begins 
to breathe, that is the fuel that 
drives me to keep creating.

Renie Morse

Mama Coyote

Marie Vlasic VLASIC STUDIO
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I’m an experimental film pho-
tographer, making art in a 
hypnagogic realm. My work 
is created using alternative 
photographic processes, com-
bined with mixed media. These 
tangible mediums allow me to 
stay connected to the image; 
from inspiration to completed 
piece.

Penelope Valentine91
photography / mixed media 

WEEKEND  2 / 3

56244 Papago Trail #6
Yucca Valley
92284

ZZIEE Ceramics is the work of 
Elizabeth Eisenstein, a potter 
and sculptor based in Yucca 
Valley, California. Coming 
from a fine arts background, 
she enjoys making work that 
straddles the divide between 
pottery and sculpture, while 
drawing inspiration from the 
textures, colors, and shapes of 
the Mojave desert. Every object 
is made by hand on the potter’s 
wheel and high-fired in her 
downtown Yucca Valley studio.

ZZIEE Ceramics92
ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

56155 Twentynine Palms HWY
Yucca Valley
92284

Our mission is to empower 
young people around the world 
with breast health education 
and support.
 
Through art, we can uniquely 
communicate and express 
deep, complex concepts and 
emotions. The Keep A Breast 
Foundation Breast Cast is the 
original and iconic image of 
Keep A Breast. KAB founder, 
Shaney jo Darden was inspired 
by Frida Kahlo to make these 
casts on women symbolizing 
the strength, resilience, and 
beauty in every woman, no 
matter shape or size.

SHANEY JO DARDEN  Keep A Breast93
sculpture / printmaking

WEEKEND 3

Directions:
FROM HWY 62
N on Mohawk Trail 0.2 miles
Studio at left

7168 Mohawk Trail
Yucca Valley
92284
info@keep-a-breast.org
keep-a-breast.org
IG: @keepabreast
facebook.com/KeepABreast

elizabeth@zzieeceramics.com
zzieeceramics.com
IG: @zzieeceramics
facebook.com/zzieeceramics

penelopevalentine.art
IG: @penelope_valentine_



54 94
sculpture

95
photography / jewelry

96
ceramics / glass

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 turn north on Mohawk 

Trail. Jog left and continue right on 
Mohawk Trail. Proceed to Sunnyslope 
Drive and turn right at stop sign. Park 

entrance gate is on your left, 
56200 Sunnyslope Drive.

56200 Sunnyslope Drive
Yucca Valley

92284

The creation of Desert Christ 
Park is a three dimensional 
expression of the gospels, 
influenced not only by world 
events that resulted in a world 
war, but by the very habitat in 
which they reside. Artist, Frank 
Antone Martin, brought to life 
many biblical stories. Their 
very presence is an awe-in-
spiring encounter with artistic 
revelations that reveals not 
only the heart of the artist, but 
the heart of the visitor as well. 
A constant shelter of peace for 
every person, wherever their 
faith lies. This is what pushes 
the Foundation to preserve, 
restore, and maintain its iconic 
vision.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Pioneertown Road 2 blocks
R on Antelope Trl 

Studio is on the north side of the road 

55846 Antelope Trail
Yucca Valley

92284

I always considered myself 
more an art lover than an artist. 
Photography was something I’d 
taken for granted in my youth. 
My family was full of cameras 
and hundreds of photos, taken 
at every occasion and non-oc-
casion that presented itself. I 
was a photographer for many 
years, but never embraced 
the camera as a tool of artistic 
expression until later. A mentor 
once asked, “as a photog-
rapher, are you a mirror or a 
window?” I present the world 
as I see it through my eyes, but 
my interpretation often reflects 
my spirit. Perhaps I am a little 
bit of both.

WEEKEND 1 / 3

Directions:
From HWY 62 in YV

1/2 block E of Pioneertown Road
Studio is brick house behind the storefront

55818 Twentynine Palms HWY
Yucca Valley

92284
kellywitmer@gmail.com

kellywitmer.com
IG: @kellywitmer

765-760-3187
heycareyann@gmail.com

heycareyann.com
IG: @heycareyann

facebook.com/heycareyann

760-365-3984
desertchristparkfoundation@gmail.com

desertchristpark.org
IG: @desertchristpark

facebook.com/DesertChristPark

My work is driven by experi-
mentation and chance, whether 
I’m working in paint, ceramic or 
glass. I translate abstract forms 
from one medium to another 
—a watercolor may inspire 
a ceramic sculpture and vise 
versa.

The desert landscape plays 
a big role in my inspiration—
the curves and slopes of the 
mountains and rocks and the 
ever-present sun influence my 
abstract forms.

Desert Christ Park

Carey Ann Hays

Kelly Witmer
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My approach to sculpture 
is to keep it simple: Clean, 
well-crafted with no more than 
is necessary to convey what I 
am trying to express. Sculpture 
should, at best, enhance the 
space around it. The solidness 
of the metal gives you strength. 
The fluid and grace of the 
curves talk about life and our 
own timelines. Do we have a 
beginning, do we have an end? 
Or are we here just a moment 
in time? Either way, we need to 
enjoy the interlude.

Delos Van Earl97
sculpture / painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Fox Trail one block
L on Yucca Trail
Studio on right

55666 Yucca Trail #A
Yucca Valley
92284

I use a combination of long 
forgotten glass objects from 
thrift stores, abandoned 
buildings, and swap meets—
like old ashtrays, glass from 
shower doors or old windows—
which I join together in a 
style similar to stained glass, 
creating a ‘light show’ of color. I 
then create an abstract painting 
incorporating the colors found 
in the glass reflections. I put 
the two together, resulting in 
beautiful, 3-dimensional art 
that sings with life and joy.
 
My happy place is my studio 
where there are no limits 
to accessing my creativity. 
Currently I am exploring 
connecting found glass objects 
to create sculptures.

Daniel Hogan98
glass / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

8372 Elk Trail
Yucca Valley
92284

Souvenirs from moments in this 
place: Ethically made textiles 
hand-dyed in the desert.

This is an analog moonlighting 
project by a very busy multi-
disciplinary designer with 
a degree in textile design, a 
love for the avant garde, and a 
curious heart. 

Mojave Cloth99
fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND  3

8020 Inca Trail
Yucca Valley
92284
IG: @mojavecloth

daniel@danielhogan.com
danielhogan.com
facebook.com/danielinthedesert

760-333-2271
delosvanearl@aol.com
delosvanearlstudios.com
IG: @delosvanearl
facebook.com/delosvanearl



56 100
painting / drawing

101
mixed media / photography 

101
photography / mixed media 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

S on Kickapoo Trail 1.2 miles
R on Hoopa Trail .4 miles

L on Great House Ln .2 miles
Studio 1st driveway at left

8577 Great House Lane
Yucca Valley

92284

I create images that offer an 
interpretation of soul and spirit. 
Figurative and landscape 
references in the work are 
meant as vessels for the energy 
within and without our earthly 
experience.

WEEKEND 1 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

S on Kickapoo Trail 0.6 miles
R on Mountain View Trial 0.25 miles

Studio on left up long dirt driveway

55109 Mountain View Trail
Yucca Valley

92284

Inspired by the desert decay.

WEEKEND 1 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in Yucca Valley turn south on 

Kickapoo.  Turn right after paved road turns 
to dirt at Mountain View Trail. 1/8 of a mile 

later look for signs and turn left onto long 
dirt driveway and continue to fork in road 

and go right.  You have arrived!

55109 Mountain View Trail
Yucca Valley

92284
562-230-5447

IG: @AndrewEiden 

323-459-0603
werdoomed@aol.com

ClarkHunter.com
IG: @ClarkHunterPD

310-980-4570
jason@jasongravesart.com

jasongravesart.com

While capturing the soul of the 
desert in photography is my 
passion, I’m also driven by a 
perverse desire to present my 
images in new ways, experi-
menting with different media to 
find a synergy between art and 
craft.

Jason Graves

Clark Hunter

Andrew Eiden
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Working with stained glass is 
working with light. The beauty 
of stained glass is only accom-
plished when light streams 
through it. Put a stained glass 
panel against a wall and there is 
nothing. Put it in a window and 
it becomes magical. Different 
times of day bring out different 
aspects of the glass. Just as 
there is that golden moment 
each afternoon when the desert 
shimmers with beauty, each 
stained glass creation finds its 
own golden moment when the 
light and the colors of the glass 
become one.

Susan Hunter Eiden101
glass

WEEKEND 1

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in Yucca Valley turn 
south on Kickapoo Trail.  Turn right 
after the road turns to dirt at Mountain 
View Trail.  Go 1/8 of a mile and look 
for signs and turn left onto long dirt 
driveway.  Continue up driveway to 
fork in the road and you have arrived.

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in Yucca Valley turn 
south on Kickapoo Trail.  Turn right 
after the road turns to dirt at Mountain 
View Trail.  Go 1/8 of a mile and look 
for signs and turn left onto long dirt 
driveway.  Continue up driveway to 
fork in the road and you have arrived.

55109 Mountain View Trail
Yucca Valley
92284

Sarah Kei’s Moonlight Mikata 
creates carefully crafted 
“Mingei” inspired ceramic 
pieces, infused with a 
whimsical soul.

Sarah Kei101
ceramics / mixed media

WEEKEND 1

55109 Mountain View Trail
Yucca Valley
92284

The Desert HeART paintings 
are from my explorations in 
the Mojave desert. Stories 
accompany the work. It’s 
important to me to share 
my passion for the unique 
plants, animals, geology and 
history that has sparked my 
imagination. From the earthy 
fragrance after rain, to the call 
of a quail or the silent view 
that stretches to the horizon, 
I give the viewer a sensory 
experience and appreciation 
of the desert’s ecosystem. I 
use my own photography as 
reference, and radiant bright 
acrylic colors to uplift the spirit.

Jen Shakti102
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

54850 Onaga Trail
Yucca Valley
92284
jenshakti@yahoo.com
jenshakti.com
IG: @Jen Shakti

IG: @Moonlightmikata

shuntereiden@gmail.com
susaneiden@aol.com



58 103
photography 

104
multi-media / assemblage

105
ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Camino del Cielo Trail .2 miles
L on Martinez Trail .2 miles
R on Cardillo Trail .3 miles

Studio on SE corner at San Remo Trail
Enter through pedestrian gate by mailbox

7454 Cardillo Trail
Yucca Valley

92284

Photography is about appreci-
ating the small things in life as 
well as the beauty in nature. It’s 
about walking slower to notice 
hidden patterns, looking at 
things differently, and showing 
nature’s beauty to those who 
weren’t there. It’s such a thrill 
to find—and photograph—wild 
animals in their natural habitat. 
And while night time is not the 
time to photograph animals, 
it’s an adventure to photo-
graph the night skies while the 
coyotes are yipping nearby. 
And of course, photographing 
those iconic Joshua trees, in 
the Golden Hour, during snow 
storms, fog, rain, and even in 
bright sunshine, never gets old.

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Pioneertown Rd 4.3 miles
L on Roy Rogers Rd .1 miles

5462 Roy Rogers Road
Pioneertown

92268

I am a self taught folk artist in 
love with my desert home for 
more than 32 years.
 
My art has always been about 
my obsession with color, 
bold, bright and juicy enough 
to almost taste. landscapes 
coated in magenta and lime, 
skeletons playing among 
blooming cactus and goats.
 
The peaceful desert environment 
naturally lends itself to creativity 
but its my art that I hope will 
bring a playful smile to everyone.

WEEKEND  2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV

N on Pioneertown 4 miles 
  Past Pappy and Harriet’s. 

R into Pioneer Bowl parking lot.
Walk across Mane St.

Studio says “POTTERY’ across top

53626 Mane Street
Pioneertown

92268
760-228-0290

Info@MazAmar.com
mazamar.com

IG: @mazamarartpottery
facebook.com/MazAmar

760-228-0124
desertgreen9@me.com

facebook.com/audrey.green.547727

tamiroleff@verizon.net

Desert Forms and colors have 
come to be organically repre-
sented in the work. The erosive 
forces of sun and wind on 
wood as demonstrated in the 
Wood Pot “Faux Bois” series. 
Layers of reds and rich browns 
emerging from old pieces of 
metal decaying in the sun over 
decades, contrasted with open 
blue skies, also inform the 
palette.
 
I take pride in the functionality 
of the work, It does tend to stray 
from the ordinary. Being self- 
educated, old school concepts 
do not necessarily influence 
ideas on form and function. 
Each piece is unique and 
appreciated by collectors to be 
passed on for generations.

Tami Roleff

Audrey Green

MazAmar Art Pottery
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Born and raised in coastal 
southern California, Jessie has 
been an artist since the day she 
held her first crayon. Moving 
to the desert in 2016 was a 
step towards connecting to 
the external peace and quiet in 
order to reach deeper into her 
own internal peace and quiet. 
She opened her Pioneertown 
studio a year later and has 
been painting the local flora 
and fauna (mostly rabbits) with 
passion ever since.

Jessie Keylon106
painting / illustration

WEEKEND 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in YV
N on Pioneertown Rd 4 miles
Pass Pappy and Harriet’s
R into unpaved parking lot (bowling alley 
parking)
Studio is next door to Mazamar Art Pottery 
(53626 Mane St).
Studio is labeled “the land office”

53626 Mane Street #B
Pioneertown
92268

Juan Thorp’s current work 
reflects the concept of the 
“in-between”. The subjects 
focus on the phase between 
ideas, between exact forms, 
at the morph. You may not 
pinpoint what you are seeing. 
This thing is kinda-like, not quite 
but almost a that. Influenced 
by Sci-Fi and Techno music, 
the work becomes an attempt 
to solidify morphing sound, an 
abstract-science approach to 
describe everchanging music.

Juan Thorp107
painting / drawing

WEEKEND 2 / 3

2860 Orange Trail
Pioneertown
92268

Succulent Surprises are 
one-of-a kind artisan designs 
made from original pottery 
and the beauty and uniqueness 
of succulent plants. Carol 
Pancner and Gary Stiler collab-
orate on making pottery from 
their Morongo Valley studio. 
Gary embellishes his hand-built 
pieces with carvings and 
pressed designs; he also 
modifies some of Carol’s wheel 
thrown pieces with carvings, 
feet and eclectic glaze combi-
nations. 
Succulent plants are carefully 
selected to complement their 
unique pottery. Attention to 
form, shape, texture, plant 
growth characteristics, and 
color are all factored into 
making a Succulent Surprise.

Succulent Surprises108
ceramics

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV
N on Little Morongo Rd. .4 miles
L on Breezeway
R on T-Circle Dr
L on Cactus Ln
Road curves to right 
Follow road to 8524 
Studio on left 

8524 Little Morongo Road
Morongo Valley
92256
909-362-2016
succulent.surprises@gmail.com
succulentsurprises.com

909-519-1729
nomenculture@yahoo.com
thorpart.com
IG: @thorpart

619-252-1571
jesskeylon@gmail.com
jessiekeylon.com
IG: @jessiekeylon
facebook.com/jessiekeylonart



60 109
fiber arts / textiles

109
assemblage / photography 

110
jewelry

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV

N on Little Morongo Rd .4 miles
L on Breezeway
R on T-Circle Dr

Studio is 1st house at left

8686 Little Morongo Road
Morongo Valley

92256

Creating colorful, useful objects 
connects me to my inner child. 
Playing with colors and textures 
of fabric takes me back to my 
childhood teachings of my 
grandmothers. One taught me 
to crochet and the other taught 
me the value of fabric scraps 
and the magic of creating 
something from nothing. All you 
need is a needle and thread.
 
My one of a kind pieces evolve 
on their own. I do not follow 
a pattern or create by any 
standard of rules. Making 
bowls and other work from 
scraps allows me true freedom 
of expression.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV

N on Little Morongo Rd .4 miles
L on Breezeway
R on T-Circle Dr

Studio is 1st house at left

8686 Little Morongo Road
Morongo Valley

92256

Old, weary objects morph into 
heirlooms, literally lighting 
people’s lives. 
 
I strive to find materials with just 
the right shapes and textures, 
then mechanically fasten them 
together and carefully select 
unique lighting to help accen-
tuate these one of a kind pieces. 
I’m influenced by industrial 
designs and by a strong desire 
to divert materials out of our 
endless waste stream giving 
them a new life.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV

S on Ole St . STAY TO RIGHT AT SPLIT
Studio is 6 houses down 

the dirt road on left.

9157 Ole Street
Morongo Valley

92252
760-218-0539

emilialou@roadrunner.com
emilialouisa.com

IG: @emiliafrasher
facebook.com/profile.

php?id=100008345171909

760-401-9997
danbartlett@ymail.com

danbartlettart.com
IG: @danbartlettphotos

facebook.com/danbartlettstudio

760-218-2474
morongomom21@gmail.com

IG: BoaFCreations
facebook.com/Ls-Birds-of-a-Feather-

Creations-109212054146072

As a child I spent a great deal of 
time in the desert and learned 
to love the gorgeous pastels of 
the desert sky. My father was a 
photographer who took me to 
the High Sierras and the Ocean 
where I was able to appre-
ciate the diversity in nature. 
My mother wrote for a local 
newspaper, loved music and 
took me to museums. I draw 
my ideas from the vast array 
of color and texture nature 
offers. My art work is strongly 
influenced by my heritage and 
natural environment.

Loisa Bartlett

Dan Bartlett

Emilia Louisa Frasher
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Watercolor’s translucent, fluid 
magic has inspired and intim-
idated me since I began to 
paint. I love to watch it mix and 
interact with the paper in ways 
I can never anticipate or even 
recreate. It moves and breathes 
with its own mind and I try to 
follow and take direction. I am 
influenced by amazing water-
color painters like Warwick 
Goble and Maurice Pendergast 
who really reveal its amazing 
possibilities and potentials and 
push me forward.

Jane Gaunt110
watercolor / ink

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in JT
N on Sunburst Ave 3 miles
R on Golden St .5 miles
L on Border Ave 4 miles
R on Winters Rd 4.6 miles
Studio at right at Mile Square Rd

9157 Ole Street
Morongo Valley
92256

I have been drawing and 
painting since I was six 
years old, without any formal 
training, I guess you can say 
I am self taught. I have since 
developed my own unique 
style of portraying the desert 
landscape that I have come to 
love, and respect. I refer to my 
style of painting as “whimsical 
surrealism”. I work with acrylic 
paint on canvases, some of 
my images are produced 
using mixed mediums. My goal 
is to elicit smiles and good 
feelings from the viewer, and 
my message is, we are the 
stewards of our planet, and we 
should cherish it.

Snake Jagger Studio111
painting / assemblage

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

From Hwy. 62 in MV
N. On Desert Willow Trail .4 mile
L. On Breezeway
My driveway is 100 yds. 

52031 Breezeway
Morongo Valley
92256

In my work I look back to 
Modernism’s search for pure 
formalist abstraction, but follow 
my own path there by mining 
the expanded material possi-
bilities of contemporary art 
practice. Paint and fabric are 
the tools I use to navigate the 
terrain along the way. I contin-
ually search for the fine line 
between visual harmony and 
chaos, and dance along that 
razor’s edge when I find it. My 
primary historical touchstones 
are geometric abstraction, Op, 
and the Pattern and Decoration 
movement. Welcome to my 
world.

Mike McLain112
mixed media / fiber arts / textiles

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV
N on Rawson
L on Apache
Studio parking is the first driveway 
on the left

9241 Green Trail
Morongo Valley
92256
mclain.j.mike@gmail.com
artsy.net/asher-grey-gallery/artist/ 
  mike-mclain
IG: @jmikemclain
facebook.com/mike.mclain.7758

760-641-6342
Snakejagger@gmail.com
snakejagger.com
IG: @snakejagger
facebook/snakejagger

760-218-0539
emilialou@roadrunner.com
facebook.com/jane.gaunt.10/photos



62 113
assemblage

114
painting / collage

114
photography 

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

50827 Canyon Road
Morongo Valley

92256

For me art is a divine power. 
The ability to create beyond 
constructed language separates 
us from the rest of the animal 
kingdom. Art is a gift, employed 
and enjoyed by humans long 
before recorded history. It is 
imperative to our human culture 
that we cultivate the arts as 
necessary to the well-being of 
humankind.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV

N on Big Morongo Canyon Road 
.9 miles

R on Coyote Trail .1 miles

9622 Coyote Trail
Morongo Valley

92256

My paintings are never 
planned. They are undupli-
catable surprises. Beaten, 
erased, worn away layers—a 
completed painting is actually 
many layers of completed 
paintings—often changing 
from dark to light and back 
again a dozen times or more. 
Layers of random gestures 
combining abstraction with 
representational elements, 
often juxtaposed with black and 
white graphics and collage. An 
art process that reveals a life 
process. It’s about identity—
disassociation and integration 
— a collection of memories and 
associations often described 
as Jungian that form a personal 
narrative.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 / 3

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV

N on Big Morongo Canyon Road 
.9 miles

R on Coyote Trail .1 miles

9622 Coyote Trail
Morongo Valley

92256
bill@billybrewer.com

billybrewer.com
IG: @billleighbrewer

facebook.com/bill.leigh.brewer

760-898-2870
wini@winibrewer.com

winibrewer.com
IG: @winibrewer

949-294-0557
naterickettsdesign@gmail.com

naterickettsdesign.com
IG: @naterickettsdesign

facebook.com/naterickettsdesign

I am influenced by what is 
around me. I am certainly not 
against shooting a landscape 
for the pure aesthetic beauty 
of it. But I see more narrative 
interest when I look at the marks 
people leave. That content 
might be interesting politically, 
but I primarily shoot something 
because it resonates on an 
emotional/aesthetic level. I’m 
not trying to make overt political 
points about the state of things 
in America, but I try to be 
observant in a thoughtful way. 
My goal is to create images that 
document my experience of a 
place and an time.

Nate Ricketts Design

Wini Brewer

Bill Leigh Brewer
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I am a self-taught painter 
endlessly inspired by the 
colorful landscapes and skies 
of the High Desert, from cotton 
candy sunsets to the ochres 
of Summer. I use the flow and 
movement of my hands to push 
acrylic paint on my canvas, 
letting the colors bleed into one 
another to create color field 
paintings. Works are based on 
landscapes seen while gazing 
out windows or created intui-
tively in the moment. Each piece 
is driven by simplicity in hopes 
that the viewer is immersed 
in the colors, just as if you’re 
watching a Desert sunset.

Ana DiGiallonardo115
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 3

Directions: From Hwy 62 in MV
N on Valley View Rd. .6 miles
R on Ash Dr. 112 ft.
Driveway is on Right
Studio is East Container
DO NOT USE GPS

10257 Valley View Road
Morongo Valley
92256

My partner and I left the con-
gestion of the bay area and 
moved to the open land and the 
dark skies of Morongo Valley 
about 9 years ago. Inspired by 
the natural beauty of the desert, 
my paintings are an interpreta-
tion of the vast and beautiful but 
threatened landscape. 
  
The magnificence of the desert 
cannot be overstated when 
experiencing its natural beauty. 
However, the desert remains at 
risk from human exploitation, 
fire, pollution and climate 
change. The responsibility 
to advocate this threatened 
desert ecosystem rests in our 
hands.

Steven Wybenga116
painting

WEEKEND 1 / 2

Directions:
From Hwy 62 in MV
NW on Senilis Ave 
R on San Jacinto St .4 miles
L on Pioneer Dr .5 miles
R on Juniper Ave .5 miles
L on Palo Verde Rd .5 miles

48908 Palo Verde Road
Morongo Valley
92256

Kime Buzzelli is an artist who 
creates mixed media paintings 
on paper, wood and fabric. 
 
Her work is about reaching 
a meditative state where her 
heroines can intercept layered 
worlds of clashing colors and 
patterns. Her paintings tend to 
explore the visual vocabulary 
of voyeurism, desire, insomnia, 
teenage shenanigans, fashion 
magazines, music and 
memories along the way.

Kime Buzzelli117
painting / mixed media

WEEKEND 1 / 2

49925 Twentynine Palms Highway
Morongo Valley 
92256
213-479-8190
Thiswaytotheend@gmail.com
IG: @kbuzzy
facebook.com/kime.buzzelli

st.wybenga@gmail.com
IG: @st.wybenga

aadigiallonardo@gmail.com
anadigiallonardo.com
IG: @anadigiallonardo



64 117
jewelry

117
jewelrly / assemblage

NOT SHOWING

Sierra will not be showing on 
this years tour: please check out 

her work online & contact for 
purchase or commission info.

Sierra KeyIin Jewelry is built 
by hand, in a tiny studio in 
Yucca Valley. With a focus on 
one of a kind pieces using 
unique colorful stones, and 
bold shapes, each piece has 
its own story to tell. Balance, 
movement, simplicity, and 
weight...Elements I have always 
loved in the vintage silver 
jewelry I’ve collected, find their 
way to my work. A substantial 
piece of silver, the soft texture 
that comes with years of love 
and wear, the weight and 
feeling of the metal against the 
skin. All of these things inspire 
me endlessly.

WEEKEND 1 / 2 

49925 Twentynine Palms Highway
Morongo Valley 

92256

Since childhood I have used my 
hands and imagination to cre-
ate art. Art has always allowed 
me to step out of the real hap-
penings of life and into my own 
head . 
 
Nature in general has been my 
biggest inspiration to pull from 
as well as family and history. 
My favorite work is taking 
apart vintage jewelry, mixing 
it with dark earthy stones, and 
bringing the past and nature 
together into the present .

619-857-6906
Diane@sonnieowensjewelry.com
sonnie-owens-jewelry.square.site

IG: @Sonnie Owens Jewelry
facebook.com/sonnieowensjewelry

sierrakeylin@gmail.com
sierrakeylin.com
IG: @sierrakeylin

Sierra Keylin Jewelry

Diane Owens SONNIE OWENS JEWELRY
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IN MEMORY OF...

Thank you for 
your artistic 
contributions

SHIG

MICHAEL EIDEN

TERI HUDSON



E
D 
KEESLING

C
LAYWORK

S

#59

58775 WILMAR AVE
YUCCA VALLEY

92284

760-365-8193
ededkeesling@aol.com

edsclayworks.com

Reduction, high fired 
pottery, tiles, and 

sculpture

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE







WED – SUN 11AM – 6 PM

55870 29 PALMS HWY, YUCCA VALLEY, CA

(760) 853-0031

Acme 5 congratulates the Hwy 62 Open Studio Art Tours
on their 20th Anniversary!

SANTA MONICA YUCCA VALLEY SAN PEDRO
ACME5LIFESTYLE.COMIG  ACME5LIFESTYLE





"  YO GA  I N  TH E  WIL D ,  F O R  TH E  WIL D  "
6 1 6 07  T WE N T YNI NE  PA L M S  H I G H WA Y  S UI T E  F

J O S H UA  TR E E ,  CA  9 2 2 5 2
w w w. u n t a m e dyo g a s t u di o . c o m

  u n t a m e dyo g a

NITTY
GRITTY
55735 Twentynine Palms Hwy,  Yucca Valley, CA

@ n i t t y g r i t t y a n t i q u e s

ANTIQUES • COLLECTIBLES • VINTAGE



Rescue
& Adopt 

a beautiful 
wild horse 
or burro!

Karen Lowe        
760.333.5197 

Broker  |  BRE #02037142

• Resident since 1982  •  Community Volunteer
• Avid hiker, rescue dog owner & equestrian   

All Your Real Estate 
Needs Under One Roof

56189 29 Palms Highway, Yucca Valley, CA 92284 
• email: Karen@inspirerealestate.org

www.InspireRealEstate.org

KarenLowe RE Half 4 WC Art.indd   1 3/15/21   1:58 PM
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NEA Big Read is a program of the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest.

READ THE BOOK. 
JOIN THE CONVERSATION.

MORE INFO: B IGREADMORONGOBASIN.COM

S E P T E M B E R - O C T O B E R  2 0 2 1

A COMMUNITY-WIDE READING EVENT
BIG READ N

EA

Media Sponsor:



Investment and Tax Specialists

56913 Yucca Trail, Ste A
Yucca Valley, CA  92284

PH 760-228-1829    Fax 760-369-7360

WW WW WW .. RR AA RR II CC KK TT AA XX .. CC OO MM

Financial Consulting & Planning

Income Tax Service

Bookkeeping Enrolled Agent



C A M P B E L L   H O U S E
74744 Joe Davis Drive, 29 Palms, CA 92277 

CampbellHouse29Palms.com   (760)367-3238
73950 Inn Ave, 29 Palms, CA 92277 

29PalmsInn.com    (760)367-3505

Stay Historic    Experience Twentynine Palms Past



Joshua Tree
HEALTH FOODS
YOUR INFORMED MIND, HEALTHY BODY CONNECTION

WE STOCK

fresh organic produce

refrigerated and frozen

bulk and prepackaged foods

herbs

supplements

body care

apparel

organic wine and micro brews

natural and organic pet foods

w e  a l s o  d o  s p e c i a l  o r d e r s

I opened Joshua Tree Health Foods on 
September 20th 2000 with the burning idea and passion to 

provide the Community of Joshua Tree  with our own unique 
Natural Foods Store that could provide customer service to 

everyone who walked through our doors.
 21 years later that is still our goal.

Best Wishes to all, Linda Perry

THE COMMUNITY’S 
NATURAL FOOD STORE

760-366-7489

JOSHUATREEHEALTHFOODSCOM

OPEN
7

DAYS

61693  TWENTYNINE 
PALMS HWY

JOSHUA TREE
92252
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